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SHORT-TERMISM, RESEARCH SUBJECT AND STRUCTURE
**Short-termism**

In July 2008, the crisis in the United States impacted financial institutions all over the world. In the third quarter of that year, the crisis intensified with a number of corporate collapses and a loss of confidence that hit financial institutions worldwide. Several banks failed, in the United States as well as in Europe, while others needed government recapitalization towards the end of 2008. As the crisis unfolded, worldwide forty-five per cent of the existing wealth was destroyed. \(^1\) The crisis (a ‘Great Recession’) was the most severe

---


global recession since the 1930s and was followed by the European debt crisis (starting with a deficit in Greece in late 2009, and the Icelandic financial crisis of 2008–2011). There were serious failures in risk management by governments, organizational boards, and financial institutions. These failures were partly caused by an unwavering belief in risk models that were never tested in a crisis.

Nassim Taleb identified five forces: (1) an increase in hidden risks of low probability events; (2) asymmetric and flawed incentives that favoured risk hiding; (3) an increased promotion of methods to hide risks; (4) an increase of low probability economic events; and (5) growing misunderstanding of the risks those events entail.

Many causes are said to be responsible for this crisis, like fraud, greed, incompetence, and folly by all actors on the marketplace. Mark Stein added, based on psychoanalysis and its application to

---


social and organizational dynamics, the notion of a ‘manic culture’, comprised of four components: denial (of one’s vulnerabilities and the encountered problems), omnipotence (feelings of invulnerability), triumphalism (the need to be victorious, and to demonstrate one’s superiority over others), and over–activity (to dispel any concerns about their risks and vulnerabilities.)  

As a result of such a ‘manic culture’, the context of the (organizational) behaviour that led to this ‘Great Recession’ can be more easily explained. One of the most eye–catching characteristics of the financial crisis was short–termism or myopia, an excessive focus of boards and senior management on short–term results and a denial of long–term value creation. This can be associated with the components of a ‘manic culture’ as described by Stein. Natalie Mizik has described short–termism as a type of (systemic) management behaviour that ‘over–emphasize[s] strategies with immediate pay–offs at the expense of strategies with superior but more distant pay–offs’. Mizik calls this ‘myopic management’, or ‘manipulation of real activities’. It affects economic profits directly because it alters operational practices and business processes (for instance, cutting marketing and innovation efforts to reach earning targets.) Non–financial companies sought to increase their stock price and/or profits by inflating earnings at the expense of their long–term value and health. This included under–investing in long–term assets or taking on excessive risk to maximize short–term earnings. 

---

short–termism involved investing in assets with hidden risks, taking on excessive debt to bolster short–term profits or portfolio returns, and using strategies that ignored corporate value, resulting in losses. It included using voting rights to force firms to provide direct payback through payouts, stock repurchases, or selling off assets or divisions. ⁹ Cultures within financial firms focused on end results, on competition among traders, on success attributed to profit–making skills, on extreme disparities in individual rewards, and an environment that boosted self–interest. ¹⁰ It allowed for employee behaviour that was inherently unethical, and stimulated individuals to seek their own short–term gains at the expense of their firms. The changes in organizational forms of many investment banks in the 1990s (from partnerships to public corporations) contributed to this transformation in organizational behaviour. From risking the capital of their partners, investment banks became public corporations with shareholders that would bear the risk of losses. Together with deregulation, globalization, and high incentives, this led to the spread of a risk–taking culture in the financial industry. ¹¹ Fund


managers and bankers were seduced by their own propaganda and believed that poor-quality loans could be transformed into high-quality investments.  

The cause for that belief was a ‘culture of greed’, induced by short-termism and organizational cultures in which supercharged remuneration systems promised riches in return for minimal personal risks. The organizational cultures in financial institutions induced behaviour that trampled moral values, temperance, and the ability to restrain the desire for success, wealth, or social recognition. Despite realizing what was happening, managers evaded difficult decisions that could jeopardize their career or remuneration. 

There was, to be expected in a ‘manic culture’, arrogance among bankers, economists, and governments, convinced their knowledge was superior, there was no reason to be accountable, or follow the law. They withheld, altered, fabricated, or destroyed information, misleading the public about worsening product performance. They showed more willingness to lie than to reorient their values. 

Weak internal controls did nothing to curb


unethical behaviour. Supervisory systems were flawed and did not correct the problems of weak supervisory independence, flawed governance and accountability, wrong incentives provided by governments, lack of audacity to be intrusive, and a general lack of skills. They all disregarded the needs of the public. 15 Just as problematic was that, as Bernard Black stated in 1990, long before this financial crisis hit the economic system, most organizations recognized that, appearances notwithstanding, formal laws were ‘trivial’, that they do not prevent unethical cultures, and that ignoring rules without serious legal consequences was quite normal. 16 Short–termism, in short, promoted, without checks and balances, behaviour that was addicted to ‘the erroneous and dangerous idea that the stock market is a place to get rich quickly’, with the financial crisis as its consequence. 17


16 B. Black (1990). ‘Is corporate law trivial? A political and economic analysis’, Northwestern University Law Review, Vol. 84, No. 2, pp. 542–597, p. 547. Black states (pp. 547–548) that mandatory rules are trivial in one of four ways: they mimic best practices and professional codes and will be adopted anyways; they can be avoided by planning in advance; they matter temporarily and will be changed; or they are unimportant (in their consequences). Black states that it is near impossible to prove their nontriviality.

When things go wrong, implementation of more stringent regulations follows to curtail such unethical business behaviour. Penalties are increased for destroying, altering, or fabricating information, for defrauding shareholders, and to increase standards for both organizational governance and accountability. Institutionalizing stricter rules and regulations is seen as a solution for such a ‘wrong’. In theory, such regulation makes organizational executives, managers, and other employees more aware of their accountability for their day-to-day policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions. Governments believe that such a strategy will instil fear of punishment, that it will stimulate stronger governance, more ethical behaviour, and increasing organizational accountability. 18 Such a belief emerges from a governance and accountability model that is prevalent in current government bureaucracies, and that belief may be, as Black emphasized, incorrect. 19

In this book, the subject of research is the relationship between organizational governance and accountability, the concept that describes that, when things go wrong, ‘society’ wants someone (an individual, a group of individuals, or an organization) to be accountable (and, if possible) ‘punished’ for what has happened. Defining stricter rules after a crisis is an impulse to reassure ‘society’ that ‘we’ (the governments, professional associations, or supervisors) have done everything possible to avoid such problems in the future. The

19 Black (1990), pp. 547 and 593.
regulations implemented as a result of the ethical (behavioural) fail-
ures during the financial crisis (or, as another example, the fraudu-
lent behaviours of, for instance, Enron and WorldCom in the years
before that crisis) provide examples of this strategy.

**Structure of this Book**

This book is structured as follows:

1. This introduction in which the governance and accountability
   failures in organizations during (and since) the financial crisis is
   introduced, resulting from short termism, followed by a descrip-
   tion of this book, and its structure;

2. An analysis of organizational governance, its relationship to ac-
   countability, rules and routines, employee behaviour, and busi-
   ness ethics as well as information governance and its relationship
   with enterprise information management;

3. A description of the core concept of this study, accountability,
   the existing assumptions in rules and regulations and their prob-
   lems, its early history, and its key features;

4. An analysis of organizational accountability, in which I will dis-
   cuss its dimensions and its multiple manifestations and come to
   some conclusions;

5. A proposal for a strategic approach to accountability in organi-
   zational governance, consisting of three components: a strategic
   approach to ethical behaviour, a strategic approach to accounta-
   bility, and an external evaluation of both approaches.
1

GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZATIONS

*
Organizational governance: governing interactions and information

Organizational leaders need to find answers to assuage society’s expectations for governance and accountability. That is not easy because of the scrutiny of their behaviour by governments, the public, professional associations, communities, and interest groups. One of the tasks of organizational leaders is to realize an accountability function in the governing structure(s) of their organization to translate these external expectations to internal controls. They need to implement accountability mechanisms that co-exist with mechanisms that enhance organizational performance. A review of the literature from 1990 onwards reveals that accountability (better: this internal accountability function) has continuously been defined as an aspect of governance, just like transparency, performance, effectiveness, structure, and power. 20 Studying accountability, hence, should be done in a context of governing and governance.

Thomas Clarke already stated that the theory of governance is ‘not robust or well-rooted.’ 21 There is a multiplicity of definitions for the term ‘organizational governance.’ There are also different governance approaches across different cultures. Barbara L’Huillier

asserts that, besides intentional acts of discourse, the variations in
the meaning of the term may relate to conflicts in (or between) phil-
osophical traditions and the theoretical schools based on those tra-
ditions. She recognizes six theoretical traditions in organizational
governance literature that influence its meaning and definition. Ac-
cording to L’Huilier, agency theory, stewardship theory, resource
dependency theory, managerial hegemony theory, stakeholder the-
ory, and multi–governance theory each convey a different meaning
when using the term ‘organizational governance.’ 22 The most dom-
inant theory is the agency theory, which ‘has been the predominant
paradigm for understanding and explaining corporate governance
issues.’ 23

Organizational governance is, according to Jan Kooiman, ‘the
totality of interactions in providing direction, exercising control
and coordination, and allocating available resources within organi-
zations, based on an identifiable locus of authority and responsibil-
ity.’ 24 It is the way in which organizational components are organ-

mean?’, Corporate Governance, Vol. 14, No. 3, pp. 300–319, p. 300, p. 304,
pp. 304–311. Although mostly the term ‘corporate governance’ is used, I
will use here, based on ISO 26000: 2010 Social Responsibility, ‘organizational
governance’, a more generic designation, including both business and
government organizations.

23 M.J. Rubach, and T.C. Sebora (2009). ‘Determinants of institutional in-
estor activism. A test of the Ryan–Schneider model (2002)’, Journal of

1–26, especially p. 4–5. See also: D. Fasenfest (2010). ‘Government, govern-
ing, and governance’, Critical Sociology. Vol. 36, No. 6, pp. 771–774; and
B. Dallago (2002). ‘Corporate governance and governance paradigms’,
174. Organizational governance is defined in ISO 26000: 2010. Social Re-
ized, coordinated, allocated, and motivated to contribute to organizational objectives and to adapt to environmental change. It encompasses all interactions concerning behavioural norms, processes, standards, rules and routines, guiding operations, human relations, business ethics, risk management, and compliance. 25 It is, thus, about the definition and allocation of the power to make decisions and to control the organization.

However, that is not all there is. Governance also has to deal both with motivations, incentives, and coordination of all the organization’s (internal and external) relationships and interactions, and with the process of change. This is not a simple matter, since it is not clear what the boundaries of an organization are. Organizations and their environments are constantly in flux and organizational leaders are seriously challenged to cope with the accompanying uncertainty and unpredictability. Organizations are complex, open systems that appear outwardly stable, but are in fact constantly in flux, shifting in response to changing environments. It is a multiplex, comprised of many players, and an overlay of interactions and relationships combining them. 26 There are, first, many different actors: shareholders, boards, creditors, subsidiaries, man-


agers, employees, and many other stakeholders (suppliers, buyers, citizens, (local) communities and governments, etc.) All these actors have rights, preferences, and/or decision-making power. Each actor influences the performance and/or value of an organization. For each of these actors there may be different accountability requirements. Second, the boundaries of an organization are continuously adapting to changes in its environment, modifications in laws and regulations, and changes in markets or society. Changes like these will have consequences for all mentioned aspects of governance. 27

The basic shape of the governance structure of organizations is provided by formal legal structures, addressing high-profile matters like allocation of decision-making rights and organizational control among directors, senior management, and other stakeholders (like, when applicable, shareholders.) However, those formal structures account only for a small part of how organizations actually work and how they adapt to their environment. The mass of what they do are processes of information flow, decision-making, decision-implementation, and decision-monitoring, intertwined with structures of organizational accountability. It is about how employees [1] obtain the information used in making, implementing, and monitoring the results of organizational decisions, including decisions concerning how to conduct business and decisions relating to its compliance with regulations; [2] cause that information to move up (or down) the organizational hierarchy from where it originates to the hierarchical level that has the knowledge to evaluate it; and [3]

make, communicate, and monitor the implementation of decisions based on that information.  

For governance, enterprise information management is, thus, important, especially because information is an unusual good. It is both output and input, an end–product, and an instrument for creating other goods, decisions, and information. It is both expensive (creation) and inexpensive (use). Its value is subjective, since it may be of no use to one employee and of use to another. Information has value when it is given meaning in the context of an organization (work group, team, or place of work.) Information is an absolute necessity to improve performance. As such, the governance of information has to be a crucial part of organizational governance.

According to Kooiman, governance is an interaction concept. Employees interfere, collaborate, and are involved in many interactions in which information is a key asset. For solving organizational challenges, employees need guidelines to streamline these patterns of interactions, the use and exchange of information within these interactions, and how to use specific sensemaking contexts. This coordination and control environment needs governing of interactions and the exchange and use of information, sensemak-


ing contexts to understand and give meaning to interactions and information, and [3] the information management interactions that safeguard the information value chain. \(^{32}\) Governing these interactions and contexts is based on organizational authority layers. Each layer is characterized by the power to initiate projects and direct subordinates, exact obedience, ratify and approve actions in a pre-determined area of competence, and monitor subordinates and reward (or punish) them for their behaviour and performance. This power defines and delineates both the coordination and control environment of interactions and sensemaking contexts and the connected accountability framework. \(^{33}\) Power influences creation, use, and exchange of information, the sensemaking contexts that give meaning, and the information management interactions that safeguard the information value chain. It defines authority (and the accountability framework), although its practical operationalization and realization may be different.

Kooiman defined three modes of governance: hierarchical governance, co-governance, and self-governance. \(^{34}\) Hierarchical governance is the most dominant mode, but it is possible for organizations to implement adaptations of the other two modes of governance. Kooiman describes hierarchy as ‘the process in which leaders control non–leaders.’ Although this is a generic description, it characterizes the types of governing interactions with a ‘top–down’ approach. It is structured ‘vertical’, is formalized, with sanctions attached, and based on (centralized) steering (for direction) and con-

---


\(^{34}\) Kooiman (2003), Chapters 6–8, pp. 77–131.
trol (for insurance). 35 It is possible, using this bureaucratic mode of governance, to embed (elements of) the other two governance modes. Co-governance, according to Kooiman, is when interacting parties have something ‘in common’ to pursue together, for instance in networks. It includes forms of ‘horizontal’ governing: communicating, collaborating or co–operating without a central or dominating governing actor. 36 Self–governance refers to the autonomous capacity of social entities to govern themselves, based on informal agreements, self–applying rules, and semi–formalized codes of conduct. It could be applied to local or regional divisions in multinational organizations, but also to professional associations. Harald Torsteinsen treats hierarchal organizations as a set of continuous variables, making it possible to analyse different degrees of bureaucracy and different mixes of variables. In his view, organization is not possible without elements of hierarchical governance, which does not mean that different modes of governance within bureaucracies are not possible. After all, networks, informal agreements, self–applying rules, and codes of conduct can be (and are) found in bureaucratic organizations. 37 However, the mode of governance

notwithstanding, information management proves to be important in each of them, although its operationalization may differ.

The most important part of the organizational governance structure (its ‘dark matter’) are the interactions and relationships about reporting, organizational structures, risk management, information gathering, process performance, internal controls, internal monitoring, and compliance. These are mostly ‘non-legally-dictated policies, practices, and procedures that do not appear in the corporate statute or the corporation’s charter or bylaws’ but are still subject to litigation. 38 Organizations are expected to take their own policies and procedures seriously and comply with them, otherwise non legal governance processes morph into ‘legal’ ones. 39

Governance (as an interaction concept) and enterprise information management (as management of information in interactions) are inextricably linked. And, as a consequence: the organizational archive, all the information stored and retained in the context of its generation and its use in the business processes of the organization and in the ongoing and continuous interactions within and across organizational boundaries, is indispensable, as its business value for

---

reaching performance and realizing accountability is undeniable. Nevertheless, while ‘organizational leaders accept that ‘information’ is a vital business asset, and continually reconfirm its espoused value for their organizations, in organizational life they do something different. They do not require the same discipline and rigour that applies for other business assets, like financial ones, for records and archives.’ 40 They do not manage information as a strategic asset. 41 The effect: increased costs, customer dissatisfaction, less effective decision-making, problematic implementation of new technology, an organizational image at risk, and reduced ability to define and execute business strategies. It hurts employee morale and breeds mistrust. All phenomena organizational leaders try to prevent in (and with) their governance structures are neglected when it concerns information and information management. 42 Joost Kampen and André Henken studied ‘organizational neglect’ and defined it as ‘the prolonged lack or absence of supervision and control.’ It is a gradual process with consequences that become visible only over time. 43 In the end, it leads to information behaviour like hoarding,

43 J. Kampen, and A. Henken (2018). ‘Organizational neglect. The toxic triangle of deficits’, Organizational Dynamics, Vol. 47, No. 4, pp. 241–249. Their definition (p. 243) is especially attuned to organizational development: ‘Neglect in the workplace is the prolonged lack or absence of supervision and control of organizational development, which has led to patterns of harmful interaction between management and staff.’ The core of this definition is the ‘lack or absence of supervision and control’, in our case of information and information management.
hiding, fabricating, destroying, neglect of formal rules, and only espoused interest in changing information environments. Enterprise information management proves to be extremely challenging for organizational leaders. Reinitiating supervision and control for something that is neglected is very difficult. It is, however, necessary to embed information management into the same supervision and control structures as other business assets. Governance of information may be needed to arrange just that.

**Information Governance**

---

**Key driver**

In most organizations a lean management model is accepted that (ideally) distributes decision-making authority horizontally (i.e., to those who do the work) and structures supervision and control vertically (i.e., to management). For that model to work, two requirements are essential. First, an accurate monitoring system should be in place for documenting decisions, products, policies, actions, and transactions. Second, the infrastructure must allow for (where possible) unrestricted, timely, and transparent information flow and access to information. To turn around neglect of information, governing information becomes an important domain of organizational governance. With the emergence of big data, the relevance and importance of information itself has become more apparent to organizational leaders. In literature, the ability to govern, manage, and

---

harvest quality information is emphasized to be of critical importance to organizational success in the big data era.  

The impact of [1] e–discovery in litigation; [2] the preservation of information for future use; and [3] an increasing number of data breaches, forces organizational leaders to embed information policies in organizational governance, to supervise and control information as an asset, and to implement structured approaches of information management.

In this process, organizational leaders have become aware of the fact that they do have control over information systems but lack control over the (quality of the) information captured within these systems. As long as information technology has been used in organizations, the key driver in management practice have been information systems instead of the information processed within them. Scholarly and management literature since the early 1970s recognized the critical value of information but translated this value into

---


information *technology* value and perspectives. Information management, the way how information is created, used, processed, distributed, accessed, archived, and managed, and how it adds business value, was, largely, neglected. 48 But already in 2001, it was (at least for accountability) convincingly asserted that it is not the access to information systems that is essential, but to information itself. 49 Although organizational leaders are still focused on management of information systems, they are becoming very aware of their lack of control over information and information *processes*, and, as a result, they have great doubts whether the information they are using for decision–making is relevant and of good quality. 50 That doubt is substantiated, for instance, by one of the conclusions of the Gartner Marketing Data and Analytics Survey of October 2020. According to this report, poor data quality has a negative impact on the usefulness of marketing analytics. 51 Organizational leaders are becoming aware of the fact that their lack of control has (large) financial con-


sequences. According to Gartner’s 2017 Data Quality Market Survey, the average annual financial cost for an organization (in the United States) is approximately fifteen million dollars. A 2016 report of Royal Mail shows that more than half of British companies does not verify captured information and does not have an information quality policy. The resulting costs are, on average, almost six per cent of their annual revenue. Also in 2016, Tadhg Nagle, Thomas Redman, and David Sammon declared that only three per cent of an organization’s information is in accordance with basic quality standards. Ana Lucas identified the critical success factors for information quality and recognized as crucial factors ‘management commitment and leadership’, ‘information governance’, and ‘continuous information quality management improvement.’

These factors imply a leading role for organizational leaders in embedding information governance within organizational governance. It is, of course, not as straightforward as it seems. With their focus predominantly on technology, the focus of organizational leaders


has been, for a long time, on governing information systems, their performance, and risks.  

ICT governance

Most organizations have implemented ICT (or IT) governance programs due to an assumed acknowledgement that information technology is the foundation for organizational processes. It focuses on ‘specifying the decision rights and accountability framework to encourage desirable behaviour in the use of IT.’  

It is a well–known governance mechanism that is assumed to align information technology and business value. However, realizing business value with technical resources alone is not possible. Business value needs decisions based on information. Yvonne Chan stated that in organizational practice aligning business and information technology is very difficult to master. The results are not predictable because of their dependency on ‘informal structures’ within organizations. Even when it ‘succeeds’, such an alignment can be harmful and mislead-

59 Y.E. Chan (2002). ‘Why haven’t we mastered alignment? The importance of the informal organization structure’, MIS Quarterly Executive, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 97–112, especially p. 106–107. Informal structures are ‘relationship–based structures that transcend the formal division of labor and coordination of tasks.’ Chan’s study is based on eight case studies in which these informal structures (like social networks) proved very important for realizing organizational alignment and performance. See also: Van Bussel (2020), pp. 25–35, about (informal) relational climates and their effects.
As it is, ICT governance only addresses the way an organization should take care of its information systems. It is a mechanism to control information systems in such a way that they are compliant to rules, routines, and policies, restricting their use, and even (allegedly) stifle innovation. According to Luc Hoebeke, ‘governance’ is confronted with the “unmanageability” of what it is supposed to ‘govern’. Finding balance between the ‘manageable’ and the ‘unmanageable’ is impossible. Organizational leaders discourage activities that transgress set boundaries, and/or even discard them by using ‘governance’ as the ‘scape goat’. Established in this manner, governance is used as a tool of repression. Besides these considerations, there are three limitations to ICT governance.

See the scathing review of misleading management school research on ‘strategic alignment’: C. Ciborra (1997). ‘De profundis? Deconstructing the concept of strategic alignment’, *Scandinavian Journal of Information Systems*, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 67–82. On p. 79 he declares ‘strategic aligning’ to be a hype, badly researched, and set aside when a new hype emerges, just like many research projects of management schools. ‘This may justify the relentless succession of publications with data and models, but very little accumulation of new concepts that last.’

G.G. Brenkert (2009). ‘Innovation, rule breaking and the ethics of entrepreneurship’, *Journal of Business Venturing*, Vol. 24, No. 5, pp. 448–464. Compliant to rules means that rule-breaking is prohibited. The core of Brenkert’s analysis (p. 462) is that without breaking (moral) rules, innovation is sometimes not possible. He states (p. 454): ‘an entrepreneur may believe that the rule is out-of-date, too limited, too narrow, ossified, of questionable relevance, or that it simply stands in the way of a valuable project. In such a case, the entrepreneur might decide to violate or circumvent the rule, but then to seek forgiveness afterwards.’


The first (already mentioned) limitation is that ICT governance is *not* concerned with information and is *only* focused on technology resources and associated risks. A second limitation is that it *only* focuses on the ‘control part’ of business (administration, policies, responsibility, reporting, and auditing) and ignores the (just as essential) ‘creative part’, embodying innovation, entrepreneurship, creativity, and value creation. Kooiman declares creativity, intuition, and experience to be just as important as goal-directness, efficiency, and working ‘according to rules’.  

So, implementing ICT governance to align technology with business processes might have, ultimately, an opposite effect: widening the gap between business and ICT instead of bridging it.  

The third limitation is a practical one: practice shows that ICT governance is often implemented half-heartedly. If it is implemented in full, it is restricted to the ICT organization and leads to a formal, bureaucratic environment.

**Governing information**

Rick Maes emphasizes the value of information management as the linking pin between business and information technology. His

---


reasons are related to the maturity of information technology that led to [1] information–dependent organizations, struggling with information overload and information underuse, which is a motive to manage information as a resource; [2] highly effective information systems at the supply side that are confronted with a highly immature demand side as most organizations show, apart from their technological components, a serious lack of understanding of information processes. Subsequently, Michiel Kooper, Rick Maes, and Edo Roos Lindgreen observed that information is independent of the information systems used, an intangible asset with very difficult to measure costs and benefits and originating more and more from external sources that surpass classical data formats. As such, the management of information, from creation to preservation or disposal, should be a subject for organizational governance. Organizations do not necessarily need information systems, but they do need relevant information of good quality for decision-making or as evidence of past and current actions and transactions. Information governance is, thus, a ‘must.’

There are many, largely similar, definitions for information governance. I define information governance as that specific part of

---

69 Gartner defines information governance as: ‘The specification of decision rights and an accountability framework to encourage desirable behavior in the valuation, creation, storage, use, archival and deletion of information, including the processes, roles, standards and metrics that ensure the effective and efficient use of information in enabling an organization to achieve its goals.’ Gartner Glossary, Information Technology, Information Governance. Online source, retrieved on November 19, 2021, from:
organizational governance, that functions as ‘operating system’ for information management (including rules, decision-making rights, security and risk parameters), and that realizes the governing of interactions defining the coordination and control environment for the valuation, creation, collection, analysis, distribution, storage, retention, disposal, preservation, and use of information. Such an extensive information governance ‘operating system’ as part of organizational governance is missing in most organizations.

https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary. The Association of Records Managers and Administrators (ARMA), defines information governance as ‘the overarching and coordinating strategy for all organizational information, establishing the authorities, supports, processes, capabilities, structures, and infrastructure to enable information to be a useful asset and reduced liability to an organization, based on that organization’s specific business requirements and risk tolerance.’ Glossary of Records and Information Management Terms, ARMA International, Overland Park (Ks.), 2016, fifth edition.


71 According to Adams, and Bennett (2018), 635–636, knowing where information is and mapping it, is a first step, followed by securing and controlling it. They assert that in 2018, these steps are significant challenges. A 2008 briefing states that only thirty-eight per cent of surveyed companies have an information governance strategy in place. The future of enterprise information governance, The Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd, London, 2008, p. 2. Online source, retrieved on November 19, 2021, from: http://graphics.eiu.com/files/ad_pdfs/EMC_InfoGovernence.pdf. A report on information governance maturity from 2021 shows that thirty-three per cent of surveyed organizations have an information governance program ‘in development’, thirty-seven per cent have realized the ‘Essentials’, and twenty per cent is ‘Pro-active’. Seven per cent has a sub–standard information governance program. Most developed are ‘Infrastructure’ (information systems) and ‘Authorities’ (compliance). ARMA (2021). Infor-
Directing information management

Referring to the governing modes Kooiman identified, information governance will often be based on hierarchical governance. The different degrees of bureaucracy and the many variables and mixes of variables (as proposed by Thorsteinsen) offer possibilities for governing information. Whatever mode of governance is used, the volatility of information makes controlling its use and exchange difficult. Governing and control of information is possible when organizational interactions and the information within those interactions are known and embedded within a flexible, adaptive information management environment, focused on interactions, sense-making context, and the ways people use and exchange information.

Within this information management environment, ICTs are invaluable technical resources that are facilitating the information within those systems to realize business value. As is emphasized before, information is the linking pin between business processes, and ICT. Organizational leaders should design information governance structures as the ‘operating system’ for enterprise information management in which interactions and sensemaking contexts are operationalized. Information governance, as a subset of organiza-

---

mation Government Maturity Index Report 2021, ARMA, Overland Park (Ks.), p. 24. None of these surveys asks if organizations know what information they have and where to find it. About the difficulty of finding information: Van Bussel (2020), pp. 59–61.


tional governance, can then be used to direct information and enterprise information management. 74 Within information governance, organizational leaders should define and continuously evaluate the conditions for ‘trusted interactions’ 75 and ‘sensemaking interactions’ 76 between the multiple (very much siloed) disciplines concerned with information, enterprise information management, and information risks. This would reduce duplicate work, redundancies, policy-making, communication, and reporting.

It should be clear that information governance and information management are not the same. Information governance (as a subset of organizational governance) is directing information management as its ‘operating system’. Information management is managing organizational information, trying to optimize information value, and assuring information access over time, based on information governance structures.

ALIGNING PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

**********

According to academic literature, governance reforms to have more stringent accountability structures enhance justice, transparency, appropriate behaviour, and performance. It is assumed that employees that are held to account for their behaviour perform better. 77 Melvin Dubnick contends that this assumption has been ac-

cepted too easily.  

This may be true: the evidence is, overall, inconclusive. Yousueng Han and Sounman Hong summarize prior research that identified cases that indicated that accountability improves performance in specified tasks and processes and add some tasks and processes to these positives. They are, however, clear that ‘too much accountability’ may negatively affect performance. It is what Dubnick calls the ‘accountability paradox’: when there are multiple accountability demands, implementation of these (sometimes contradictory) demands may affect performance negatively.


On the other hand, when the focus is on performance and productivity improvement, it could lead to the accountability disaster that the financial crisis of 2008 turned out to be. The interaction between accountability and performance can be characterized by ambiguities, contradictions, and myths. Although this interaction has been a topic of research, there is no answer that solves those ambiguities. The reason is that the performance–accountability comparison is based on wrong assumptions. Accountability is presented as a tool of organizational governance, but it is not a tool, an instrument, but an objective of organizational governance. As a tool, its influence on performance can be direct, as an objective, that influence is indirect. Accountability is based on extra–organizational expectations and requirements (expressed in laws, regulations, standards, and professional codes of ethics) that can be contrary to the goals of another objective of organizational governance: performance. It is not as much a question of accountability being ‘good’ or ‘bad’, but of both objectives being balanced in practice and in the controls of organizational governance.


Finding a balance between the efforts of being accountable and the efforts for enhancing organizational performance will be a challenge. Both objectives interact and compete for attention and resources. When not balanced, they will have detrimental effects upon each other. Being accountable means that performance can only be enhanced within the limits allowed for by the accountability manifestations the organization wants to tackle. Enterprise information management could help in finding such a balance.

As was mentioned here before, governance is about ‘processes of information flow, decision–making, decision–implementation, and decision–monitoring’, to enhance both performance and accountability. Governance is about governing interactions in which information itself, the sense–making processes that follow the use of this information, and information management, are crucial. It is in those interactions and their control structures where balance could be created. The consequences for both objectives (and ways to handle them) should be considered for all decisions, rules, and routines. In information governance, the requirements for both performance and accountability need to be considered and evaluated. For accountability, information governance should include an identification of each accountability manifestation, its requirements and demands for explanation, the information needed to respond, the definition of responses, a description of its environment, and the selection of its instruments (like processes, systems, and rules). The operationalization of information governance, however, is dependent on the willingness of organizational leaders to consciously accept information as a vital business asset, to continually reconfirm its
value in their organizations, to require discipline and rigour in the use and management of information, and to embed information management in the organizational control environment. This is a behavioural challenge, for leaders as well as all other employees of the organization.

**RULES AND ROUTINES**

Rules and routines are important control mechanisms. They are prominent subjects both for organizational performance and organizational accountability. 84 Rules fulfil an important function within organizational governance as they are the ‘formally recognised way in which ‘things should be done.’” 85 Many rules are based on laws and government regulations. Organizational leaders also use (and enforce) rules not based on laws and regulations to direct and coordinate actions of employees, departments and teams, trying to align


their behaviour with organizational objectives. Rules constitute a control and coordination mechanism assisting in the definition of responsibilities, the allocation of resources, and in the development of collective agreement about organizational problems. 86 Often, rules result from an assessment of alternatives, and are defined to avoid the costs of continuous assessments. 87 They protect, coordinate, channel, and limit efforts. They provide ‘sanctuary for the inept.’ They maintain stability but may also retard or stimulate change. Complaints about rules are often results of deep-seated organizational problems that cannot easily be solved. 88 In cultures and climates that emphasize the ‘letter of the law’ rule-bending and rule-breaking occur every day. 89

By following rules in organizational practice repeatedly, employee behaviour may become programmatic and, as such, could be described as routines, ways in which ‘things are actually done,’ or a ‘repetitive and recognizable pattern of independent actions, involving multiple actors.’ 90 Individual actors, based on their personal perceptions and interpretations, are influencing the collective un-

derstanding of a routine. The ways things are ‘actually done’ may not be the same as the way things ‘should be done’, and it may even be possible that routines (based on the same rule) may be different between teams, work groups, and places of work within the same organization, and/or may have deviated considerably from the original rules. Routines may even emerge (especially in the relational climates of work groups, teams, or places of work) which were never set out in organizational rules. In such cases, organizational leaders (to enhance control) may decide to formalize the established routines in a set of rules and procedures. It is clear, that a two-way relationship exists between rules and routines.

Many rules and procedures are computerized: they are configured within information systems to provide guidance and support for organizational tasks. These system configurations are always

---

as ‘things should be done’. Ideally, rules and procedures reduce complexity and simplify decision-making. They do, but they are also restrictive, and (when combined with formal and informal penalties for violations, as they usually are) seriously reducing freedom of choice. This constraining aspect (especially when there are many rules and procedures) is strengthened when the ways ‘things are actually done’ deviate from the computerized ways ‘things should be done’. Information systems can be perceived by employees as rigid and inert, delaying change and adaptation of old procedures to new circumstances, leading to routines that harbour serious behavioural (information) problems. ‘Retrospective inscribing’ is an example.

These perceptions cause resistance and rule violations, potentially indicating a need for change, but most likely leading to two potent-


96 For behavioural problems for enterprise information management: Van Bussel (2020), pp. 61–65, and p. 90. I introduced ‘retrospective inscribing’ for capturing exchanges in information systems after the event itself, presenting the exchange as if the prospectively defined computerized procedures were realized. Many respondents in my audit projects impress the fact that, although information systems could make work easier in routinized and structured processes, they are detailed, demanding, and presenting a non-existent reality. Discussing cases with colleagues, reaching agreement, and registering outcomes retrospectively in a system is easier. It becomes a ‘routine’, against formal rules, when accepted by management.

tial management solutions: the first is to accept the behavioural problems as they are (which happens often when ‘only’ information is ‘at stake’) or, second, a definition of more rules trying to prevent violations which limits the freedom of choice even more. 98 Organizations, after all, do have a tendency to continuously create more rules and procedures (‘red tape’), although the production of new rules slows down as more rules are already in place. 99 Too many rules and procedures could lead to performance problems, insoluble accountability questions, and contrasting information policies because of conflicting responsibilities, different rule interpretations


between teams and work groups, and discrepancy with existing routines. Information systems should, ideally, allow for better accountability but when computerized rules and procedures become rigid and inert, they may lead to accountability problems. They do not mirror the ‘actual way things were done’ but only the computerized way ‘things were done’ earlier in time. If ‘retrospective inscribing’ also happens for those rules and procedures that are required by law and government regulations, non-compliance could become a problem. Rules and routines are an important mechanism for information governance, because operationalization of rules and routines always concerns information.

Rule-breaking means the willing and knowing ‘depart[ure] from rules and procedures’ and ‘involves a decision to go around the formally stated obligations by not fully following a rule, requirement, procedure or specification.’ 100 ‘Retrospective inscribing’ is an example of such rule-breaking. Although most employees generally follow rules, deviations are relatively common. 101 It may be perceived as deviant behaviour that ‘violates significant organizational norms and, in so doing, threatens the well-being of an organization, its members, or both.’ It may include, as examples, sabotage, fraud,


stealing, vandalism, or sexual harassment, potentially out of self-interest, for instance when employees withhold, alter, fabricate, or destroy information trying to hide worsening product performance to ensure their remuneration. It may be even a self-interested, harmless response to obstacles, like a perception of ‘red tape’, pressures to reach ambitious objectives, or restrictive information systems. Positive perceptions (‘positive deviance’) imply that rule-bending may result from good intentions and could bring positive results. ’Pro-social rule breaking’, for instance, occurs when employees intentionally violate ‘a formal organizational policy, regulation, or prohibition with the primary intention of promoting the welfare of the organization or one of its stakeholders.’ There are reasons for such behaviour: efficiency, wanting to help a colleague, or for customer service. Employees choose to ignore, bend, or break a rule for the benefit of the organization. It is, mostly, not accepted because, as Shannon Portillo emphasized, although it ‘is portrayed as part of a push for entrepreneurial leadership in organizations, and is individually admired, but seen as collective action it goes against the formal structure and public values’ of organizations. 

---


acceptance especially occurs in organizations with centralized structures and a stringent rules strategy. Rule-bending here, however, is a normal phenomenon. 106

Studying the problem of rigid rules, Jens Rasmussen stated that in rules boundaries should be defined within which routines can vary and change, without leading to violations. He argued that ‘the focus should be on the control of behaviour by making the boundaries explicit and known and by giving opportunities to develop coping skills at boundaries.’ 107 Rasmussen proposes the implementation of rules but allowing change and variety in routines.

The rule classification defined by Andrew Hale en Paul Swuste could help in such an endeavour. They recognize three main types of rules that all influence and are influenced by the method used to establish compliance and enhance performance. 108 These rule types, the resulting employee behaviour, and the compliance methods used, influence performance and accountability. Hale and Swuste recognize, first, rules that define goals to be achieved. Such a rule allows employees freedom of choice in their routines, as the rule does not define how the objectives should be achieved. To be effective, it should be possible to measure the result. If it cannot be measured, assessing obedience is checking what employees have done and how they decided to do it. This transforms the rule into one of the other two types of rules. 109 This type of rule leaves the possibility that objectives are realized in unethical ways. Organizational leaders, af-

ter all, often put (excessive) pressure on employees to reach performance targets. This pressure often leads to unethical behaviour in order to reach those goals, especially if employees perceive them as unrealistic, or if they feel not psychologically safe.\textsuperscript{110} It could, when stimulated with a very competitive incentives schedule, lead to extremely unethical behaviour, greed, fraud, and information manipulation, and may result in short-termism. This type of rule is focused on enhancing performance.

The second rule type Hale and Swuste recognized are solution search rules, rules that define \textit{by whom} and \textit{how} a decision about a course of action has to be reached. They define procedures about the employee roles involved, the methods and standards used, the parameters to be considered in judging appropriateness, the time frame available for finding solutions, and the information needed to be captured at predetermined stages of the procedure. They partly define routines but, using procedural milestones, they leave details more or less open. Assessing obedience means checking whether procedures have been followed and evaluating the captured information and the quality of decisions.\textsuperscript{111} This rule type may balance performance and accountability.

The third rule type are rules defining concrete actions or required states of a system. These rules specify (more or less in detail) the routines and behaviour to be shown in a defined or implied situation, or a state of affairs to be achieved. They remove freedom of choice, though the wording may leave room for interpretation. Checking compliance is a matter of observing behaviour or measuring the


\textsuperscript{111} Hale, and Swuste (1998), p. 166.
state of the system, the presence and functioning of required hardware, the specified information captured, etc. \(^{112}\) This type of rule is believed to impose a regulatory and performance burden, because detailed definitions create many exceptions to which the rule does not, or cannot, apply, and lead to deviations when existing routines and rules are contrasting. \(^{113}\) They also generate information systems that are extremely rigid and restrictive. They do not allow employees freedom of choice. These rules are focused on compliance to accountability requirements.

Rules are progressive limitations of the freedom of choice in routines, first limiting goals, then decision–making, and finally the actions themselves. The more compliance is emphasized, the more they are perceived by employees as (unjustifiably) limiting their freedom of choice, possibly leading to rule deviation and retrospective inscribing. All rule types are applicable in organizations, depending on the level of compliance required by law. Regulations can be viewed in a continuum with four levels, each level defining more stringent regulations and requiring stricter compliance: no–regulation, self–regulation, co–regulation, and statutory regulation. \(^{114}\) In organizational governance (and its information governance part) these four regulation levels need to be aligned with the three recognized rule types. In this alignment, for each regulation level needs to be defined the dominant rule type, the freedom of choice


employees have in routines within that specific level, the levels of compliance required for each regulation level, the level of rule-bending accepted in specific, pro-social situations and its limits, the way rules and routines are changed when the environment changes, the way information management should be organized, the way how information systems should be configured for each level of regulation and changed when necessary, and the ways employees are accountable for their behaviour in each level. This needs to be continuously communicated to employees, and embedded in organizational culture and relational climates. Especially for the level of statutory regulation, where compliance is the dominant force, employees need to be stimulated by their team, work group, and/or place of work to be compliant. By embedding this approach in culture and climates, organizational leadership makes rule boundaries explicit for all regulation levels, and routines can vary and change when needed. This would allow Rasmussen’s solution to be implemented, also within the control structure of the organization.

**THE ETHICS OF ACCOUNTABLE GOVERNANCE**

**********

Without doubt, strategies, rules, routines, systems, and procedures are important for accountable governance, but it is especially an ethical and behavioural challenge. Both organizational governance and organizational ethics are deemed essential for long-term

---

success. Josef Wieland asserts that ethics strengthens the relevance of organizational activities. Lamis Albdour states that management of internal and external relations and realization of objectives require ethical standards, and that acting in unethical ways is not viable. Ethics addresses ‘the moral choices (of the individual and the group — GJvB) influenced and guided by values, standards, principles, rules, and strategies associated with organizational activities and business situations.’ It concerns values as fairness, integrity, compassion, honour, and responsibility in structures and behaviours, irrespective of laws and regulations.


Organizations need to reach their objectives without harming individuals or society as a whole. Organizational ethics denotes the responsibilities an individual consents to when becoming part of an organization. The relationship between governance and ethics is all about established trust over time between organizations, their stakeholders, and their environment. Organizational accountability is (in essence) about monitoring the ethical behaviour of employees to ensure that trust is not (seriously) damaged, that governance can be deemed ‘accountable.’ It is the ‘buttoning up of a company’s collar and the straightening of its tie’, to make clear that ‘good is good, and bad is bad.’ It encompasses behaviour of the organization in its environment, the relationship with stakeholders, and the monitoring of interactions (in actions, transactions, products, policies, rules, routines, and processes), holding employees ac-


countable to their stakeholders. Ethics decides what moral principles apply to different situations, and demonstrate goals of fairness, integrity, compassion, honour, and responsibility. This is (mostly) captured within codes of ethical behaviour.

According to Marie–Catherine Letendre, there are two models for managing organizational ethics. Their codes define how employees should behave, and how they should account for actions. The first model is compliance–based ethics management. When using and implementing this model, organizations intend to find immunity from illegal acts committed by their employees and officials. Maybe just as important for organizational leaders, it reduces pressures for implementation of an integrity–based program that could (or possibly would) be more demanding. The aim of these compliance–based programs is to prevent, detect, and punish activities that violate (external and internal) rules and regulations. They demand ‘strict compliance with administrative procedures and detailed rules (often codified in legislation.)’ Rules and procedures are prospectively designed and conformity to those rules and procedures is enforced. Compliance–based programs try to enforce good behaviour using external incitements. Ethics based on such compliance is said to be coercion and control oriented, inherently calculative, based on a

---

125 Roberts (2009), p. 262–263.
cost–benefit framework, limited in effect, and ethically shallow. 126 Such an interpretation of ethics and accountability often leads to a systematic use of an existing legal vacuum, leading to immoral or illegal behaviours if the risks are perceived as low. At the same time, distrust towards employees, expressed by sophisticated control and monitoring mechanisms, provokes the behaviour these mechanisms seek to prevent. 127 It can be perceived as violation of the psychological contract existing between employee and organization, leading to frustration, potentially resulting in immoral or (maybe) illegal behaviour. 128 Compliance–based programs become self–contradicting when tolerating corruption, incompetence, and mal–administration because the costs of control exceed the benefits. Such a self–contradiction questions its stability and effectiveness and undermines its objective. 129 In extremis, as John Gardner asserts, such a program could evolve into ‘an ideology of total suspicion’ or ‘total mistrust’ that makes everyone mistrust those ‘whose upstanding–


ness the system is meant to secure’. The compliance approach does not leave much room for individual conscience or decision-making (limiting freedom of choice) and does not stimulate employees to deal with ethical issues outside the scope of laws and regulations. The approach has been successful in reducing ‘the level of low-road ethical violations in organizations’, but it cannot guarantee the correctness of individual behaviour in high-level ethical dilemmas. The advantage for organizations is that, if they can convincingly demonstrate to have designed and maintained compliance programs in good faith, it will be possible to avoid severe sanctions and to escape ‘the dilemma of ethical backsliding.’ This is what happened in financial institutions before the financial crisis of 2008.

The second model, *integrity-based* ethics management, emphasizes encouragement of good behaviour. Integrity programs are ‘designed to increase human autonomy through aspirational goals avoiding rule structures.’ They focus on what ‘should be achieved rather than what behavior should be avoided.’ They include ‘a focus on what is achieved rather than how it was achieved’, and ‘an emphasis on encouraging good behavior rather than policing and punishing errors or bad behavior.’ Organizational ethics based on in-
Integrity builds upon the values of an organization and its leaders. According to Guido Palazzo, an integrity program is broader than a program guided by compliance, because it builds on, first, ethical principles and, second, its power to influence decision-making. It is assumed that intrinsically motivated employees show more stable behaviour than employees trained to be compliant and threatened by sanctions. 133 Integrity programs, thus, aim for high levels of individual integrity, try to build professional integrity and public trust, and recognize that rules and incentives are not motivational for integrity. Integrity requires that individuals behave appropriately because they are ‘guided by the desire to act in keeping with their responsibilities and fundamental commitments.’ It recognizes that norms and rules have ‘a grip on the mind.’ 134 Integrity programs are difficult to implement and to control. They need the organizational culture to be an ‘ethical culture’ that allows employees to develop ‘ethical sensitivity’, the ability to recognize ethical issues in their work environment. However, even stimulation of ethical sensitivity leaves realization of ethical programs difficult because the cultural background of individual employees is more important for ethical sensitivity than organizational mechanisms for ethical behaviour. 135 An integrity program, ideally, enables responsible be-


haviour by becoming the organizational ethos. In daily organizational life, this ideal image comes close to what Stuart Gilman calls the biggest risk of this model: ‘wishful thinking.’ 136 ECI’s Global Business Ethics Survey for 2020-2021 confirms this statement. According to this survey: [1] Twenty-nine per cent of employees reported management pressure to bend ethical rules; [2] Eighty per cent of employees reported (ethical) misconduct; and [3] Sixty-one per cent of employees experience retaliation after complaining. 137 Organizational cultures do not seem to be ethical cultures. In addition, Robert Kaiser and Robert Hogan estimate the base rate for low integrity managers to be in the ten to twenty per cent range. 138 This implies that every organization contains a sizable number of managers capable of sowing mistrust and disengagement among employees and harming their organizations. It is not startling that many organizational leaders concentrate on compliance–based ethics management. Integrity–based ethics requires periodical behavioural assessments of the ethical behaviour of employees. Even then, finding a balance between ‘hard’ compliance and ‘soft’ integrity is a challenge for organizational governance, 139 just like finding a balance between collective and individual accountability.


COLLECTIVE OR INDIVIDUAL?

The behaviour of financial institutions and governments in and before the ‘Great Recession’ and the large amount of organizational scandals in the last decades have undermined trust in (big) organizations. 140 There are many reasons for concern about their social impact. Thomas Friedman believes that because of globalization most multinationals increasingly influence society. Because of their investments in countries in which they operate, they are replacing public institutions more and more. 141 This idea was not new: in 1998, Mark Bovens elaborated on the growing impact of business organizations in social and political life: ‘a number of corporate risks have such enormous consequences that their prevention readily becomes a centrally important matter of public interest.’ 142

Financial multinationals, especially, are becoming ‘too–big–to–fail.’ 143 Most of these (big) organizations do have an independent legal status and, as such, can legally be held accountable as a unitary

actor. Such a collectivist view is a way to circumnavigate issues of identification of accountable actors within organizations. As a result, every member of that organization can be hold personally accountable for the behaviour of that organization as a whole. This view is based on the idea that the identity of a collective (such as an organization) is more than the sum of the identities of its individual members. The assumption is that this identity is not directly modified when a collective’s membership changes. Bovens states that ‘the conduct of an organization is often the result of interplay between fatherless traditions and orphaned decisions’, traditions that nobody knows the origins of, and decisions worked on by many employees no longer there. It is identified as the ‘problem of many hands.’

This collectivist approach is based on the (disputed) assumption that an organization can be a moral agent, just like an individual. It is, after all, not easy to unravel chains of authority to identify the individuals accountable for a decision. It is an interesting philosophical question, but its practical implications are, in my opinion, limited. Organizations are (moral agents, or not) still responsible,

---


can legally be fined, and their behaviour can publicly and legally be condemned. Individual employees will still need to account for consequences of organizational misbehaviour, and individual organizational leaders will still have to respond. There is always an individual dimension.

The individualist approach states that an individual employee as a moral agent is accountable for the outcomes of transactions insofar as the outcome is caused by an individual’s actions or omissions, and the actions or omissions are not done in ignorance or under compulsion. \( ^{146} \) In this view, an employee (may s)he be a leader or not) is individually and proportionally held accountable (and even liable) for his/her contributions to organizational behaviour. Employees are judged based on actual contributions instead of formal positions. It makes it impossible for them to hide behind their organization, while at the same time those in charge do not have to shoulder all the blame. \( ^{147} \) But the ‘problem of many hands’ still persists, because the consequences of individual acts or omissions are in reality often out of proportion to the effects of organizational behaviour. The financial crisis, for instance, is beyond anything an individual may have done or may be held accountable for. The errors of individuals, how contemptible they may be, pale in comparison with the (potential) damage done by an organization. \( ^{148} \)

Although from an ethical point of view the individual approach for accountability is preferable, it does not solve the accountability problem for the collective consequences of organizational misbehaviour. This does not mean it is not necessary to find those individ-

\[\text{from: } \text{https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2020/entries/collective-responsibility/}.\]

\( ^{146} \) Thompson (2017), p. 33.

\( ^{147} \) Bovens (2007a), p. 459.

ual employees accountable for specific actions, but a collective approach is unavoidable for organizational behaviour that results in damages that cannot be explained by separate acts of individuals. Such damages may be more common in complex organizations than might be expected.

**Finding equilibria**

Organizational governance needs to find equilibria between performance and accountability, between compliance and integrity, and between a collective and an individual approach. Emmanuel Yeboah-Assiamah, concentrating on corruption control, thinks a balanced approach of strong personalities (officials with integrity and personal ethics), strong organizations (organizations adopting, enforcing and monitoring appropriate systems), and a strong third force (tough outside actors mediating between strong personalities and strong organizations to compel them to order), is needed. 149 Organizational governance requires a concerted effort from organizational personalities, the organization, and external actors that are strong enough to hold the organization (and the individuals in it) accountable. Needed is a deliberate and careful strategy to communicate accountable governance to all employees. Incorporation of business ethics in interactions, existing strategies, rules, systems, processes, and internal communication efforts will help in assisting and evaluating employees in applying ethical and compliance rules

in practice. According to Thompson, internal ‘oversight bodies … could be charged with holding individuals in the organization responsible on a continuing basis, and most importantly with exposing organizational defects that obstruct individual responsibility.’ They would force organizations to design accountable governance.

For all these dilemmas for accountable governance (performance and accountability, compliance and integrity, and collective and individual approaches) a very complicated ‘can of worms’ should be addressed: what about the ethical consequences of algorithmically-driven decision-making in organizational business processes? As Kirsten Martin stated, scholars are arguing as to how algorithms can and should be transparent in order to be governed, including (more) autonomous algorithms such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, and neural networks. Organizations that use such ‘black boxes’ in their business processes are accountable for their acts and consequences even when they claim algorithms are complicated and difficult to understand. The use of algorithms does have ethical implications, enables or diminishes stakeholder rights, and influences the delegation of roles and responsibilities within organizational decision-making. There is no doubt about neutral algorithms: they do not exist, and as such it should be clear who is accountable for the consequences of value-laden algorithms. When it is not clear

---


whether used algorithms are in accordance with laws and regulations, the ethical codes and the defined business processes of the organization that uses them, the developer of the algorithm should be accountable for their (ethical) consequences. This should be part of all agreements, contracts, and service level agreements with all software developers that offer solutions based on decision-making algorithms. For accountable governance, organizational leaders need to ascertain that algorithmic accountability is embedded within information governance structures and strategies.

2

THE ACCOUNTABILITY CONCEPT

*
The external expectations of organizational accountability force organizational leaders to find solutions and answers in organizational (and information) governance to assuage the feelings of doubt and unease about the behaviour of the organization and its employees that continuously seem to be expressed in the organizational environment. Organizational leaders have to align the interests of their share– and stakeholders in finding a balance between performance and accountability, individual and collective ethical approaches, and business ethics based on compliance, based on integrity, or both. They have to integrate accountability in organizational governance based on a strategy that defines boundaries for rules and routines. They need to define authority structures and find ways to control the behaviour of their employees, without being very restrictive and coercive. They have to implement accountability structures in organizational interactions that are extremely complex, nonlinear, and dynamic, in which (mostly informal) relational networks of employees traverse formal structures. Formal processes, rules, and regulations, used for control and compliance, cannot handle such environments, continuously in ‘social flux’, unpredictable, unstable, and (largely) unmanageable.\textsuperscript{154} It is a challenging task that asks exceptional management skills from organizational leaders. The external expectations of accountability cannot be neglected, even if it is not always clear what is exactly meant with that concept. Why is this (very old) concept still of importance for modern organizations?

Melvin Dubnick states that the linking of the word ‘accountability’ to its modern conceptualization can be traced to the reign of William I the Conqueror, but that the concept itself can be traced back to ancient roots in record-keeping activities related to governance and money-lending systems. Even in the eleventh century, the concept had been there for a long time, although the etymology of the word does not mirror that history. 155

The word accountability does not appear in English until its use in thirteenth century England in relationship to the sovereign power of the king, especially the necessity of giving the king an account of one’s conduct. 156 This meaning of ‘being accountable’ ('accountable') for the word accountability became dominant from the middle of the fifteenth century onwards but, as Dubnick asserted, the concept can be traced back to the eleventh century, and long before, even if a term is used with overlapping meaning (for instance, responsibility) or there is only a contextual description. 157 The lin-

guistical root of the word is in the Late Latin verb ‘accomptare’ and is related to accounting, in its literal sense of bookkeeping. The meaning of the word, ‘being accountable’, means the behaviour of account-giving, producing ‘a count’ of properties or money held in care, referring to both the capacity of an individual, and his or her obligation to produce an account.

According to Dubnick and Justice’s analysis of scholarly literature, accountability as a concept emerges in at least six interrelated contexts: a cultural, institutional, transactional, organizational, task environmental, and social psychological context. In each of these frames, the conceptualization of accountability seems to be different. Dubnick and Justice consider these different conceptualizations to be ‘family resemblances.’ Such conceptualizations exist, according to Ludwig Wittgenstein, by virtue of ‘resemblances’ rather than by virtue of a set of necessary and sufficient properties. Wittgenstein’s theory was that such a concept has an open-ended set of identifying features, implying that not all of these features are necessary for the concept to apply. Wittgenstein rejects the traditional view that there is one, essential core in which the meaning of a word is located and is common to all uses of that word. He wants philosophers to travel with the uses of words through ‘a complicated net-

work of similarities overlapping and criss-crossing: similarities in the large and in the small.’ 162

There are philosophical problems with the ‘family resemblance’ idea. One of them is that concepts can be classified in many general classes based on their resemblance, even in such a way that a concept would become vacuous, since it does not exclude anything. 163 Michael Forster states, in addition, that it may be difficult to tell if people are using genuine concepts at all, although if multiple individuals apply a concept in agreement with each other, that problem would be more of less solved, although, I may add, not philosophically. 164 ‘Family resemblance’ has, nevertheless, been used as a way to explain scientific, cultural, and societal phenomena. 165


There may be a different understanding of the concept accountability, they all are, however, related to the meaning of the word: ‘being accountable’, but with different definitions and (possibly) different properties. As the conceptualizations of accountability, recognized by Dubnick and Justice, share the core meaning of the word: ‘being accountable’, it is questionable if they show ‘family resemblance.’ They may have different definitions or properties, they may even have open-ended sets of properties, but they all share one, essential core of meaning that identifies them, in essence, as one concept used in different contexts. It is without doubt that accountability was (and is) part of a group of concepts covering interrelated meanings regarding political representation, administrative responsibility, and legal liability (like responsibility or answerability). Most of those concepts do each have an essential core of meaning, making it questionable they belong to a ‘family resemblance,’ although it is possible that they were in the past. I agree with Dubnick and Justice when they state the concept is associated with governance activities and that it is ‘a characteristic of governance’ in environments where there is ‘a sense of agreement about the legitimacy of expectations’. It depends ‘on the dynamic social interac-

---

166 Lindberg (2013), pp. 207–208, states clearly that accountability has an essential core of meaning for which a specific set of properties or characteristics is necessary. There may be extra characteristics in the different contexts in which the concept is used, but without this core set of properties the concept does not exist.

167 McGrath, and Whitty (2018) state that an identifying meaning for accountability’ and ‘responsibility’ developed in the middle of the seventeenth century. It is possible that it shared ‘family resemblance’ with responsibility before both concepts developed identifying meaning. According to O’Kelly, and Dubnick (2019), p. 49, accountability is often regarded as a species of ‘responsibility’.
tions and mechanisms created’ within such an environment. I consider accountability to be one of the objectives of organizational governance. Those ‘dynamic social interactions’, I may add, are always concentrated on ‘being accountable’, rendering an account of one’s behaviour to another party.

**ACCOUNTABILITY: A SHORT HISTORY**

Interpreting the concept as an objective of governance and as ‘social interactions and mechanisms’ concentrated on ‘being accountable’, makes writing a history of accountability easier, because mechanisms similar to those of today’s systems of accountability can be found in old Mesopotamia, before spreading to Egypt, Mycenae, and the Persian Empire, continuing through the Hellenistic, Seleucid and Roman periods. During Roman times, governors,

---

Officials, and municipalities were obliged to keep *commentarii* or daybooks of official activity as well as annual accounts (*annuarii*). These were all inspected by higher authorities that marked each entry as being read. All these accounts were publicly displayed, open for inspection by interested parties even after they had been taken over by the head of the records office. 170 Cato Minor (of Utica) took steps to prevent fraud by ensuring that financial activities were recorded accurately and inspected regularly, even if access proved difficult. 171 The eastern part of the Roman Empire, evolving into the Byzantine Empire in the fourth century, retained the authority and accountability structures of the Romans and developed them to serve the administrative and authority needs of an empire extending throughout the Mediterranean world and southern Europe. 172 Dur-


ing the emergence of ‘the barbarian west’, as John Wallace–Hadrill called the transformational age following the decline of the Western Roman Empire, \(^{173}\) the evidence about authority and accountability structures is diverse: from (1) ‘administrative dualism’ and ‘rejuvenation of Rome’ in the Ostrogoth kingdom of Theodric the Great; (2) the Visigothic code that gathered everyone under the same (Roman evolved) jurisdiction; to (3) the largely unknown authority and accountability structures of the Merovingians (almost certainly tied firmly to the written word.) \(^{174}\) Charlemagne, in the eight century, build on a long tradition by requiring the use of written administrative documents, for memory, evidence, and accountability. \(^{175}\) The Frankish king exercised authority over his territories by sending correspondence and instructions and asking for and receiving reports back. His *missi dominici* (palace inspectors) supervised local


administrations as intermediaries between the king and the counts, his administrative delegates. One of the preliminaries in building a more centralized Carolingian government were the registrations of the property of the king’s vassals and the Crown itself, an administrative method often used afterwards in building nation states. 176

The roots of the modern nation states, in which accountability was to become a centralizing force, can be found in the changes in the last half of the eleventh century when economic growth, political fragmentation, and European expansion resulted in tumult, new political constellations and/or systems, and the slow emergence of centralized authority. 177 Rulers in Sicily and Britain found the need to develop mechanisms that formed the rudimentary basis for modern government structures. The Norman conquests of Sicily and Britain, followed by their attempts to consolidate their kingships in a government system where considerable power rested with local lords, are examples of the emerging new political constellations. In Sicily, a centralized government was built by retaining the existing


administrative methods, instruments, and accountability structures from the preceding Byzantine and Muslim government traditions. The most important instrument for realizing a centralized government in Sicily was the land register, which was strictly controlled and revised. This became an important task for the emerging central government.\textsuperscript{178} By 1086, in Britain, William I the Conqueror could assert his claim to the English realm in commissioning the Domesday census, in which every subject (not only those hierarchically immediately below him) was required to provide access to royal auditors for the listing and valuation of holdings, much alike the practices in Sicily. It is argued that the Domesday census had primarily an accounting function, although it served many purposes. It was used to revise tax assessments, served as an aid for decision-making and for controlling the aristocracy, and, last but not least, it was a source of information to solve land disputes. It became a centralizing force as an instrument for accountability and decision-making. All subjects received the message that the conquest was complete and a new authority was in place.\textsuperscript{179} In that same year, William I visited Salisbury, where all landowners swore oaths of allegiance, as a ‘performative enactment’ of governance through ‘the creation of a moral community based on sworn oaths of obedience.’\textsuperscript{180} These oaths were the first enactment of accountability as foundation for a nation state. Henry I (1100–1135) established a centralized administration where auditing and semi-annual account-giving mechanisms replaced armed force. By the 1130s, a centralized rule was es-

tablished in which accountability was very important. 181 The administra-
tive system tied local authority to the centre by continuously strengthening the existing accountability methods. 182 The development from ‘auditing of accounts’ to ‘institutional accountability’, thus, can be dated from the twelfth to the fourteenth century.

The use of the accountability concept is born of conquest, sustained by force, and established on commitments and contracts that provided a rule of law. 183 From then on, the history of the accountability concept followed the development of nation states and sovereign authority, until, at the end of the twentieth century, it became ‘a malleable and often nebulous concept, with connotations that change with the context and agenda.’ 184

**ASSUMPTIONS AND BARRIERS**

The transformation of the concept into a much broader form made accountability into an ambiguous buzzword, because of its assumed close relationship with transparency. 185 Many of the ‘af-

---

ter–financial–crisis’ rules and regulations are about increasing transparency, assuming that more (and better) information will allow for better accountability for policies and performance. This link seems obvious: without information about policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions, accountability will be difficult. In reality, it is not that straightforward. Jonathan Fox, for instance, states that ‘the terms transparency and accountability are both quite malleable and therefore — conveniently — can mean all things to all people.’ Fox emphasizes that the more relevant question is: ‘what kinds of transparency lead to what kinds of accountability, and under what conditions?’ Christopher Hood emphasized that the relationship is contextual, that it depends on the way the environment of that relationship is envisioned. Using an egalitarian worldview, both concepts would be ‘Siamese twins’; when using an individual worldview (most often implied in literature and, nowadays, the most politically desirable) it would be ‘matching parts.’

---


tions depend on who demands them, which determines their implementation and how they affect each other. The relationship between transparency, accountability and information disclosure as concepts is also not without problems. That relationship can be ‘clear’, but it can also be very ‘opaque’ when more information does not mean ‘better’ transparency and/or ‘better’ accountability. In information governance, this relationship has to be evaluated in such a way that a translation is made to the information needed for transparency as well as accountability.

The ‘after-financial-crisis’ regulatory strategy, mentioned before, is not only based on assumptions about (informational) transparency, although this one is the most widespread in public opinion. More than ten years ago, in her work about accountability in a ‘network society’, Mollie Painter–Morland explained that there are also other (questionable) assumptions about organizational accountability. The first assumption is that there is a cause-and-effect relationship between organizational decisions and subsequent (negative) consequences. The second assumption mentioned by Painter–Morland is that decisions (and following actions) are rational and deliberate, and that decision-makers do have an objective conception of the ‘right’ thing to do. A third assumption is that stricter rules realize better control over the actions and decisions of employees and that fear of punishment prevents misconduct.

All assumptions are based on simplifications of reality. Organizational situations are side effects of multidirectional interactions of

---


many diverse actors. Both the dynamics of these interactions and the erratic strategic decisions by managers when coping with hostile and dynamic environments, determine rationality and significance of decisions. Decisions are influenced by managerial perceptions of the (regulatory) environment, based on psychological and relational climates within organizations, and organizational culture. Impartial decision-makers that act rationally do not exist. As we have seen before, even the relationship between regulatory rules and behavioural compliance is an unproven assumption. The social norms, the rules shared, controlled and sanctioned within the relational climate of a work group, team, or place of work, will influence responses to regulatory policies. Such responses could evoke ‘feelings of duty’ to comply with legal rules, but they could also favour non-compliance. It is, therefore, questionable if new regulations really address accountability failures in organizations.

Another assumption could prove even more daunting: the assumption — especially prevalent in legislative circles — that (infor-

mation) technology will enforce transparency and accountability. It will, but not always, and it is not guaranteed. More and stricter information systems could also result in misbehaviour, as has been shown here before. Already more than twenty years ago, in 1995, Helen Nissenbaum expressed concerns about the effects of computing technology on the possibility to maintain a robust culture of accountability. She was not the first scholar that was concerned with the effects of computers on phenomena like accountability.


196 See before pp. 37–38.


Problematic professional ethics lead to excuses for computer failures to avoid responsibility.\(^{199}\) Nissenbaum defined four barriers to accountability, of which the last one is the most difficult to solve: ownership without liability, the fact that based on intellectual property rights, software developing companies ‘demand maximal property protection while denying, to the extent possible, accountability.’\(^{200}\) In 2018, it is still emphasized that eroding accountability in technological environments is a problem within third-party relationships, within the cloud infrastructure, and in the deployment of machines, bots, and black boxes.\(^{201}\) Kirsten Martin studied the unclear responsibilities for algorithms that make machines, bots and black boxes work. Her conclusion, counter to current arguments,


\(^{200}\) Nissenbaum (1996), p. 36. The first barriers are: (1) the ‘problem of many hands’ (many people are engaged in developing software, so: who is accountable for what?); (2) ‘bugs’, software errors (they are a ‘fact of life’, so it is ‘unreasonable’ to hold software developers to account), and (3) the ‘computer as scapegoat’ (‘we do not know who is accountable, so it should be the computer’). Shay David offers a new perspective on the fourth barrier (property rights), when arguing that developing software collaboratively, licensing it openly, and distributing it freely could be potential remedies to the erosion of accountability. See: S. David (2004). ‘Opening the sources of accountability’, *First Monday*, Vol. 9, No. 11. Online source, retrieved on November 19, 2021, from: [https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/1185](https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/1185).

is that if an algorithm is designed to take responsibility of a decision itself, precluding individuals to be responsible, the designer of the algorithm should be held accountable for all (ethical) implications of its application.\(^{202}\) An algorithm, after all, is not neutral, it is value laden. Its ‘operational parameters are specified by developers and configured by users with desired outcomes in mind that privilege some values and interests over others.’\(^{203}\) Besides this, in the evolving man–machine relationship, ethical demands, such as security, fairness, and privacy, are extremely important. The establishment of man–machine trust starts with the accountability of algorithms.\(^{204}\) Last, but not least, information security is a forgotten, but major

\(^{202}\) Martin (2019), pp. 835–850. Advanced machine–generated decision–making technologies are not transparent in the logic and the making of decisions. This is problematic as, for instance, the General Data Protection Regulation offers in articles 15 (h) and 22 (3) a ‘right to an explanation’ and a ‘human intervention’ provision. An individual, as a subject to fully automated decision–making, may ask for an explanation as to how that decision was reached and to a human review of the decision. This is problematic for artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies, since explainability and transparency are difficult to realize. Developers of algorithms are not transparent on how they work citing property rights and business secrets, but their customers are, in the end, accountable for the algorithm’s consequences. That is, in essence, unethical. Martin’s conclusion to hold the developers accountable may be the only sensible one. See: V. Baudouin, I. Bloch, D. Bounie, S. Clémençon, F. d’Alché–Buc, J. Eagan, W. Maxwell, P. Mozharovskyi, and J. Parekh (2020). *Flexible and Context–Specific AI Explainability. A Multidisciplinary Approach*, Institut Polytechnique de Paris, HAL. Online source, retrieved on November 19, 2021, from: [https://hal.telecom-paris.fr/hal-02506409/document](https://hal.telecom-paris.fr/hal-02506409/document).

\(^{203}\) Mittelstadt, et al. (2016), p. 1. A map of the ethics of algorithms is proposed, with practical evidence of ethical failures of algorithms.

concern. According to Zhifeng Xiao, Nandhakumar Kathires Shan, and Yang Xiao, accountability does not exist in the computer systems that are nowadays in use.

In conclusion, accountability failures are not easily fixed with new regulations in multidirectional, multi–actor environments in which [1] there is not a direct cause and effect relationship visible, [2] (strategic) decisions can be erratic, [3] individual perceptions of dynamic circumstances are causing subjective and irrational behaviour, [4] complex computing systems are used and configured with undefined third–party responsibility and accountability relationships, and [5] a growing amount of hard– en software ‘black boxes’ are operated that automatically reach decisions based on unexplainable processes and biases. Organizations can be characterized as such

---


complex environments, even if organizational leaders do not really comprehend how complex their organizations have become. They also do not seem to realize how important the governance and management of information is in such complex constellations.

**Accountability: The Concept**

Janus-faced

Over the last two decades, in writings on law and politics, the accountability concept is omnipresent. While it does not belong to the most important political ideals, like democracy, constitutionalism, the rule of law, and human rights, it assists each of those ideals to pursue and reach their respective ends. The concept does not radiate a legal or political vision (as the most important ideals do) but supplies a power-constraining mechanism that hinges on the role, place and social weight of the organization(s) or individual(s) that is (are) held accountable. It can serve various masters and is seen as a chameleonic concept. The core meaning of the concept, how-

---


208 Concern about what the concept is about is widespread in literature. Examples: It is an ‘appealing but elusive concept’: Bovens (2007a), p. 467. It also ‘represents an underexplored concept whose meaning remains evasive, whose boundaries are fuzzy, and whose internal structure is confusing’: A. Schedler (1999). ‘Conceptualizing accountability’, A. Schedler, L.
ever, is clear: ‘being accountable’, and although many interpretations are possible based on context, the concept is, in my opinion, not as ‘elusive’ of ‘chameleon–like’ as is presented in literature. Still, Jerry Mashaw is correct when stating that there are many regimes of accountability without transparent organizational translations. When several of those regimes are relevant for an organization, it might be difficult or even impossible to meet the requirements for accountability for all of them. Accountability, ‘being accountable’, has become a key concept in discussions of governance.

Accountability is a Janus–faced concept, with three intertwined dualities. According to Danielle Rached, those dualities allow accountability to be (1) descriptive or normative, a ‘purposeful enterprise’ or ‘an inevitable social fact’; (2) political or extra–political, cutting ‘across the conventionalized borders between politics and other spheres of social life’; and (3) legal or extra–legal, ‘more or less enmeshed with law.’ These dualities allow accountability to be


seen as a solution to a wide range of problems, a solution resulting respectively in transparency and openness, access to (impartial) ‘judges’ to challenge abuse of authority, pressure that will promote appropriate behaviour, and improvements in the service quality of government or business organizations. All these ‘promises’, as Dubnick calls these ‘solutions’, can result in distractions and misunderstandings of the concept. For instance, equating accountability with justice and democracy proves frustrating. ‘Being accountable’ before a reconciliation commission is not equal to having received justice. Implying accountability in holding elections is not the same as having achieved democracy, or liberty. More significantly, it is uncertain if such accountability solutions achieve their aims. Keeping in mind that organizations are multidirectional

siveness’, The American Journal of International Law, Vol. 108, No. 2, pp. 211–270, recognizes two different types of accountability (mechanisms): accountability (mechanisms) based on delegation of authority and accountability based on law. The difference is, in my opinion, more about the fact that accountability based on law is primarily mandatory prescribed and directed by law, while accountability based on delegation of authority is primarily based on agreements (norms, standards, etc.) between different parties (mostly based on legal requirements). Both types of accountability need rules and regulations to answer questions about who, about what, when, and to whom individuals are accountable.


As was, in 2002, expressed by Onora O’Neill in one of her BBC Lectures about the ‘new accountability’, which ‘often obstructs the proper aims of professional practice. Police procedures for preparing cases are so demand-
and multi–actor with invisible cause and effect relationships, erratic (strategic) decisions, subjective and irrational behaviour, undefined third–party responsibility and accountability, and automatic and unexplainable ‘black boxes’, that is not really surprising. Nevertheless, laws, rules, and regulations do expect individuals and organizations to be accountable and to find solutions for ‘being accountable’ for decisions, policies, products, actions, and transactions, especially when that ‘account’ is mandatory prescribed and directed by law. Before paying attention to the different manifestations of accountability (Mashaw’s different accountability regimes) that influence everyday organizational life, an overview of how the concept is defined and explained in scholarly literature, is needed.

Different meanings

Although the core meaning of accountability is clear, it is difficult to define in specific contexts, stimulating academics to use their own concepts. As mentioned before, the vagueness of the concept has been emphasized many times. It has been called ‘conceptually and empirically slippery,’ 216 and ‘complex and chameleon–like.’ 217

Doctors speak of the inroads that required record–keeping makes into the time they can spend finding out what is wrong with their patients and listening to their patients. Even children are not exempt from the new accountability: exams are more frequent and time for learning shrinks. In many parts of the public sector, complaint procedures are so burdensome that avoiding complaints, including ill–founded complaints, becomes a central institutional goal in its own right.’ O. O’Neill (2002). A Question of Trust. The BBC Reith Lectures, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 49–50.

The contextual meaning of the concept is, hence, primarily dependent on the purpose of use,\textsuperscript{218} making it into a contestable concept, because ‘there is no general consensus about the standards for accountable behaviour’, for ‘being accountable.’\textsuperscript{219} 

The way accountability is viewed depends also on the metaphor used to analyse organizations. Gareth Morgan distinguishes eight ‘organizational’ metaphors (or, in his words, ‘images’): organizations as machines, as organisms, as brains, as cultures, as political systems, as psychic prisons, as flux and transformation, and as instruments of domination.\textsuperscript{220} Metaphors are used to interpret meanings and to make sense of the world or a phenomenon. They are a ‘way of thinking’ and a ‘way of seeing.’\textsuperscript{221} They are components in processes of sensemaking, generating new (individual or shared) understandings and, based on those understandings, new (individual or shared) acts.\textsuperscript{222} Although metaphors can help develop new perspectives, they are inherently paradoxical. They create powerful insights but also powerful distortions: ways of seeing and understanding also become ways of unseeing and misunderstanding.\textsuperscript{223}

\textsuperscript{218}Hood (2010); Mulgan (2000). Mulgan analyses the extension of scope and meaning of the concept beyond its core sense of ‘being accountable.’

\textsuperscript{219}Bovens (2007a), p. 449.


\textsuperscript{223} Morgan (2006), pp. 4–5.
gan’s idea is that one should make use of several metaphors, as insights from one metaphor can help to overcome the limitations of another. His basic message is that organizations are what you want to see in them.\textsuperscript{224} In governance and accountability terms it is what you think you see them do. Mashaw already emphasized that the concept can mean different things to different people, different roles, and different organizations.\textsuperscript{225} The scholarly and managerial interpretations, views, and frameworks of ‘being accountable’ are all based on metaphors used to study and analyse organizations.

**Accountability as a virtue or as a mechanism**

Mark Bovens differentiates between accountability as a virtue and as a mechanism.\textsuperscript{226} In American discourse, ‘being accountable’ is a virtue, a positive feature of organizations or individuals, focusing on the assessment of individual or organizational behaviour. Accountability is used as a set of behavioural standards. Accountability as a virtue is an evaluative concept to qualify a state of affairs. It refers to behavioural norms which are hard to define, because there is no consensus about standards for accountable behaviour. Behavioural norms differ, depending on role, time, context, place, the organizational metaphor used, political system, and perspective.\textsuperscript{227} Accountability as a virtue derives from integrity–based ethics management, as described before. Its definition is difficult, because its

\textsuperscript{224} Morgan (2006), p. 342.

\textsuperscript{225} Mashaw (2006), p. 118.


character is essentially contested and broad in interpretation. It is very difficult to establish whether an organization lives up to expectations, because several defining elements like transparency, liability, controllability, responsibility, and responsiveness are in itself concepts that are difficult to define in context. They need operationalization and it is uncertain how they can be measured. ²²⁸ Nevertheless, there are frameworks that emphasize this view of accountability. One framework is based on (social) psychology theory viewing accountability as behavioural expectations, perceptions, and explanations. ²²⁹ A second framework is based on sociology and presents a relational accountability framework. Predominant are social relationships, the dynamics of power, structures, processes, and social complexities. This framework seeks to understand how people as social actors perform in their roles, and how the quality of relationships influences the character of accountability. The stewardship theory, for instance, emphasizes that in organizations relationship-centred collaboration fosters pro-organizational and trustworthy behaviour in managers. ²³⁰


Accountability as a mechanism is a more narrow, descriptive interpretation of the concept. It is closely related to compliance–based ethics management. The concept is interpreted as a social mechanism, an institutional arrangement in which an ‘accountee’ (‘actor’, ‘delegate’ or ‘agent’) can be held to account by an ‘accountor’ (‘delegator’, ‘principal’, or ‘forum.’) It emphasizes the way this institutional arrangement operates when holding individuals and/or organizations to account. This view is not about the question whether an accountee behaves accountable (or not), but whether this accountee can be held accountable post factum by an accountor. It is a relationship of power: the capacity to demand to justify behaviour in policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions (right to question), and the capacity to impose a sanction if that behaviour is


(not) in agreement with what the accountor expects (right to approve or punish.) It is the answerability for actions and behaviour, defined in social relations of responsibility, obligation, and duty. 233 As such, acts of ‘account giving’ and ‘account receiving’ can be viewed as ‘speech acts’, associated with acts of rationalization and justification. 234 These expectations of rationalization and justification are assumed to bring about appropriate behaviour. 235 It is clear that accountors that are in a position to take (authoritative) decisions are objects within accountability relations, just like the accountees to which they have delegated (parts of) their authority. 236 Accountees use authority to act for the accountor. Rules constitute the bounds within which delegated actions take place and the accountor has the rights to question and to punish or approve. 237 Scholars have defined theories and frameworks here, too. The first one is a mechanistic or bureaucratic framework, in which accountability is studied using agency and behavioural agency theories to deal with compli-

233 Bovens (2007a); Mulgan (2000); Gailmard (2014).


ance issues in the ‘principal-agent relationship,’ the ‘accountor-accountee relationship.’ Closely related to this framework is the theory that treats accountability as an institutional function of ‘governing’. Starting point of this approach are ‘the fluidity, ambiguities, inconsistencies, and tensions’ of ‘governing’ and ‘the evolving nature of who is accountable to whom for what under different contingencies and with what implications.’

Just like integrity–based and compliance–based ethics management, accountability as a virtue and as a mechanism are closely related. The broad one sees accountability as a personal or organizational virtue, and the narrow one defines accountability as a social mechanism. Accountability as a virtue provides legitimacy, accountability as a mechanism accountable governance (the activity of governing.) Although both views need to be distinguished, as they address different issues and imply different standards and analytical dimensions, only their combined use could make accountability possible in multi–directional en multi–actor environments in which

---


(possibly) countless automatic ‘black boxes’ function that influence decision–making. Just as with integrity–based and compliance–based ethics management, in organizational practice both views need to be balanced.

**Accountability’s core structure**

Accountability (in both interpretations) is about ‘being accountable.’ It *only* exists where an accountee (a manager, banker, trader, or civil servant) has an obligation to account for actions or inactions in policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions (acknowledging answerability and responsibility), and where the parties involved (shareholders, citizens, professional committees, review bodies, courts, or virtual entities (such as ‘the general public’)) are entitled to demand such an account.  

Defined as such, accountability puts a limit, to varying degrees, on the autonomy of accountees, and defines boundaries of acceptable behaviour. Such limitations and boundaries differ across space and time, just like the extent they can curb accountees. In short, the core structure of accountability is about a social relationship between an accountee and a ‘significant

---

241 Rached (2016), p. 323; Mulgan (2000), p. 555. Mulgan identifies a ‘core sense’ of accountability with ‘three key features’. It is, first, external to a person or organization as the account is always given to an outside authority. It, second, involves social interaction and exchange, with an accountor expecting or demanding (and receiving) account giving, while the accountee responds and, if necessary, accepts sanctions; and third, it implies rights of authority, where the accountor asserts authority over an accountee. N.C.Manson and O.O’Neill (2007). *Rethinking Informed Consent in Bioethics*, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, chapter 7, pp. 154–182, p. 167: ‘Systems of accountability are highly varied, but they have a common formal structure. They are used to define, assign and help enforce second–order obligations to account for the performance (or non–performance) of primary or first–order tasks or obligations’ (my italicization — GJvB.)
other’, in which this ‘other’, the accountor, has the ability to demand an account. 242 It engenders ‘an ongoing process of account-giving and account-taking.’ 243 Accountability, unlike ‘responsibility’, indicates that an accountee (an individual or an organization) has the duty to provide an ‘explanation.’ 244 Regardless of the existing accountability relationship, at least five questions should be answered: Who is accountable to whom? What is the subject of the account? What are the procedures by which accountability is to be assured? By what standards is accountable behaviour to be judged? What are the consequences for (non-)acceptable behaviour? The basic features of accountability relations, thus, are who, to whom, about what, through what procedures, by what standards, and which consequences for (non-)compliance. 245 Answering these fundamental questions will be needed to allow for analysis of the ‘ordinary cycle of accountability’ which revolves around ‘exchanges of information, justification and judgment.’ 246

Edward Weisband and Alnoor Ebrahim add ‘four core components of accountability’ to these questions, which impress the necessity for information governance in organizations. Accountabil-

244 M.T. Kamminga (1992). Inter-State Accountability for Violations of Human Rights, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, p. 5. Responsibility indicates that an accountee has the duty to provide ‘reparation.’
ity needs the presence of all four. These (overlapping) components are: [1] Transparency, access to information about policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions for all parties in the accountability relationship; [2] Answerability (or justification), providing logical and clear reasoning, based on evidence, for the reconstruction of policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions; [3] Compliance, monitoring, evaluation, and control of procedures and outcomes, combined with transparency in reporting; and [4] Enforcement, imposing (and accepting) sanctions and rewards for (non–) compliance, justification, or transparency. 247 Just like the basic features of accountability relationships, these four components rely on evidence: the reason why the accessibility of information on policies, decisions, products, actions, and transactions is crucial for organizational governance and its objectives: performance and accountability. Information governance should, for that reason, be an important focus for organizational leaders to realize organizational objectives. The defining features and components of accountability seem to capture the core of the concept. The accountability concept does not specify that it has to be formally codified or that the only parties involved are formal institutions. But its need for information emphasizes the role on enterprise information management.

Accountable governance is a requirement for organizations. The core of the accountability concept, the defining features and the components, are clear. But the concept presents itself in multiple manifestations in and to organizations. What is this accountability puzzle organizations need to solve?

4

Organizational Accountability and its Multiple Manifestations

*
Organizational accountability is characterized by three dimensions: its source, its degree of control, and its spatial direction, although hybridity is gaining ground. These dimensions (even in hybrid forms) characterize every manifestation of organizational accountability. The first dimension, source, is a basic but essential one: the accountor in the accountability relationship. However, it is not as straightforward as it seems. The source can be [1] external or internal to the one being held accountable, and it can be [2] formal or informal. An external source for accountability means there is an accountor outside of an organization, an internal source that there is one in the organization itself. Formal accountability is about the formal, defined processes, procedures, systems and methods, informal accountability about various methods that are not part of the formal mechanisms. In an organization, informal accountability includes its norms and values, its culture and climates, and its interpersonal relationships. Although the existence of informal accountability is acknowledged, what its impact is, is not well known.

---

The effects, for instance, of peer accountability within collaborations of employees or organizations in matrix or network constellations are not well known. However, the consideration of ‘reputational concerns’ in interpersonal relationships may have effects on accountability that are far beyond the effect of formal accountability processes. Madalina Busuioc and Martin Lodge argue convincingly that personal (and organizational) reputation is extremely important in interpersonal relationships, (inter-)organizational actions and transactions, and accountability interactions between accountors and accountees. Reputation determines the prioritizing of accountability interactions, accountability manifestations, and the subjects to emphasize in accountability processes. It is a filtering mechanism of external demands. Accountors and accountees, be they external or internal, are concerned about how their reputation is viewed by wider (external) networks of ‘audiences’ that value the role of both parties in the accountability process. Organizations and individuals always strive for support and acceptance from their environment, driven by ‘concerns with falling in the esteem of others.’ On the other hand, reputation has an illusory character and


is a matter of perception and presentation. It is (very) subjective and, essentially, grounded in how organizations and individual employees present themselves and the perceptions that such a presentation initiates in the conscious or unconscious minds of accountors and accountees. Expectations of formal accountability mechanisms are unmistakable influenced by informal concerns. The expectations of the parties within the accountability process of each other and the process they are part of, are (unconsciously) defined by such reputational perceptions and the way each of them presents themselves as a result of these perceptions. Knowing the ‘other side’ in the accountability interaction helps with presenting an image that confirms an existing reputation and meets the expectations and perceptions of this ‘other side’. However, when expectations and perceptions do not match and are not confirmed with the image shown, the result of an accountability interaction may be unexpected. 255

255 Carpenter (2010), pp. 33–70. This idea is closely related to ‘felt accountability’ but is not the same. ‘Felt accountability’ can be defined as: ‘The (1) implicit or explicit expectation that one’s decisions or actions will be subject to evaluation by (2) some salient audience(s) with the belief that there exists the potential for one to receive either rewards or sanctions based on this expected evaluation.’ This concept applies only to the expectations of accountees and is defined as the opposite of the expectations of the accountor for accountability. Reputational concerns apply to both parties in the accountability relationship and influence perceptions and expectations of accountability processes by both of them. For the definition of ‘felt accountability’: W.A. Hochwarter, G.R. Ferris, M.B. Gavin, P.L. Perrewé, A.T. Hall, and D.D. Frink (2007). ‘Political skill as neutralizer of felt accountability. Job tension effects on job performance ratings. A longitudinal investigation’, Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Vol. 102, No. 2, pp. 226–239, p. 227. About ‘felt’ accountability as being
With multiple manifestations of accountability and multiple accountors, it is possible that many ‘reputational images’ have to be managed. Informal accountability is implicit, not transparent, and very difficult to grasp within a multidirectional and multi-actor environment, confronted with multiple manifestations of organizational accountability, many different accountors, and (potentially) many perceptions of ‘reputational images.’ Especially in informal accountability, integrity–based ethics management is extremely important.

The second dimension of organizational accountability is power, the degree of control that an accountor exercises over an accountee. There are essential differences between fiscal accountability and its detailed control–based mechanisms, and social accountability where control is diffuse and contextual. Power forces organizations and employees to (or not to) behave in a particular way, and it empowers and controls them. In organization science, power is a continuous subject of study. The nature of power is relational, it rests in relational dependencies. Establishment and maintenance of such dependencies are essential for organizational power. Power resides between individual employees, leaders, and structures, and is coloured by perceptions grown within relational climates about organizational culture, rules, routines, and external forces. It shows in opposite to the expectations of accountors: Hall, Frink, and Buckley (2017), p. 207.


different ‘faces’, like coercion, manipulation, domination, and subjectification. Accountors use power to control accountees, in each of its ‘faces’ and in strong or weak dimensions. Some external accountors are commissioned by governments (as tax authorities, inspectors, or courts) and do have strong legitimate authority to evaluate organizational behaviour, change structures, or replace organizational leaders. Strong accountors can, based on law or undisputed governmental authority, force (coerce) organizations (and their employees) to account for their actions and to behave as they deem fit. These accountors use strong, formal accountability mechanisms that accountees will find very difficult (more likely: impossible) to neglect. Another (strong or weak) external evaluative force, with an informal character and using another ‘face’ of power, manipulation, is the use interest groups or activists make of the media and popular social networks to influence organizational decision-making, to place items on the organizational agenda that would never have appeared otherwise, and to account for organizational actions that run contrary to their specific demands (like pollution of the environment.) It threatens the reputations of organizations and employees, and as such it can manipulate organizations in be-

---


having in a different way. Internal accountors engage in frequent contact with other employees and build personal relationships with them that allow for effective evaluation of everyday decision-making, especially because employees are more strongly influenced by opinions and evaluations of organizational members than by the opinions of outsiders. Internal accountors do have more options available for sanctions or rewards. Employees perceive themselves to be dependent on them to receive resources, promotions, and other incentives. These accountors use formal and informal mechanisms of accountability and can use all faces of power in strong and weak ways. It is for a reason that internal accountors are perceived by employees to be more powerful than external ones, because they do have a more serious impact on daily work conditions, on relational climates, and on perceptions of psychological safety.

The third dimension of organizational accountability is spatial direction. Accountability relationships move (ideally) in vertical, horizontal, or diagonal (intermediary) directions. Vertical accountability relations are mainly present in accountability relations that are governed by laws and regulations, and, generally, in situations where an accountor wields power over an accountee. In these situations, it requires identification of superiors and subordinates and

---


delegation of authority from the former to the latter to create an obligation to answer for actions. 263 In horizontal accountability, there are no hierarchical relationships between accountors and accountees and there are, mostly, no formal obligations to ‘be accountable.’ In such relationships, giving account is basically voluntary with no designated accountors. It is an obligation that is ethical or reputational in nature, although there may be formal requirements in organizational charters. Organizations giving account of what they are doing to the ‘general public’ is a horizontal direction of accountability. Many accountability relationships are not clearly vertical or horizontal, but have an indirect, intermediary, diagonal direction, ‘accountability in the shadow of hierarchy.’ 264 Ombudsmen, auditors, inspectors, and accountants do not have direct hierarchical relationships with organizations and have only weak powers to enforce compliance. However, in the end, they report to a minister, parliament, board, or (specific) shareholders, and from this derive informal power. 265

**The Many Manifestations of Organizational Accountability**

‘Many eyes’ and a puzzle.

In daily organizational life, many different manifestations of organizational accountability (also known as ‘multi-accountability’) need to be addressed. Many different interests, accountors or their representatives are watching organizations. Organizations are willing (or obliged) to account for many manifestations of organization-
al accountability. They do need to adhere to different (maybe contradictory) expectations, rules, norms, and standards, set by different accountors. Mark Bovens characterized this as the ‘problem of many eyes’, and I am calling this ‘problem’ the organizational ‘accountability puzzle’. 266 Managing the perceived or known expectations of different accountors is an uncertain endeavour, a ‘puzzle’, in the multidirectional and multi-actor environments organizations are. It is a ‘puzzle’ to determine ‘who’ is accountable for ‘what’, and to gather evidence to convince the different accountors of the compliance of the organization to the set standards and expectations.

Thomas Schillemans and Mark Bovens recognize several issues with multi-accountability, like conflicting expectations, transaction and opportunity costs, emphasis on negativity, blame games, and symbolic accountability, accountability as a ritual without positive or negative effects. 267 They, however, also emphasize an advantage of such multi-accountability: a multiplicity of demands for information, with overlap and competition among the sources of information, will result in more information to be presented to accountors, which has reassuring effects. 268 They infer hybridity in accountability relationships and the ‘blurring’ of the boundaries between the different manifestations of organizational accountability. The disappearing boundaries between government, market, and society, may be a reason for this hybridization. 269

and Ron Jenkins argue that the source, power, and spatial direction of organizational accountability are not as straightforward as often assumed. Ari Salminen and Kirsi Lehto explain that multiple combinations of manifestations, vertical and horizontal accountability relationships, source, and amount of power can exist, based on the context in which relationships emerge and the different logics, values, and mechanisms they rely on. As a result, organizational accountability became mixed in source, power, direction, and manifestations, and leads to accountability relations that are more hybrid in nature. With this ‘blurring’ of boundaries, strong organizational governance, strong leadership, strong information governance and management, and strong ethics management are needed.

As I have emphasized when discussing rules and routines before, in organizational practice, information systems are used to implement accountability mechanisms to direct employee behaviour in prescribed directions. These mechanisms will (mostly) materialize as formal human resources, finance, and accounting systems (often integrated in enterprise resource planning systems), but can also be procedures, rules and regulations to be implemented within business processes and the information systems used in those processes. However, having an organizational policy, rules, procedures, and aligned information systems does not mean that employees will


obey, follow and use them as prescribed in their daily work. They might disregard them in the relational context of decision-making. In the social dynamics of business, policies might be ignored, misinterpreted, or employees might not even be aware of their existence. In addition, as has been shown before, internal, informal, and subjective mechanisms do have an influence on organizational accountability. The formal mechanisms are re-interpreted in the social dynamics of work, resulting in variability in subjectively experienced accountability. Accountability can be ‘felt’ differently among employees: it is, after all, a perception about demands for answerability in a given context.  

An example. Before 2008, banks and other financials all had formal accountability mechanisms in place. Their managers, bankers, and traders, however, did not ‘feel’ themselves accountable and answerable for consequences of their myopia to shareholders, government institutions, or anyone else. The emphasis on legal compliance and compliance-based ethics management was proven to be ineffective. At the same time, integrity-based ethics management, aiming for high levels of personal and organizational integrity, was ignored. The existing formal accountability systems could not handle the different interpretations of laws, norms, and standards. They could not control the trades that were continuously made in decision-making. Legal compliance did not affect employee behaviour when trading for individual interests using unethical means, especially when the costs of control were exponentially higher than the benefits.

Organizational accountability: a framework’s introduction

In the analysis of organizational accountability, often frameworks are used that distinguish between a number of general mani-
festations. These manifestations are then used to explain organizational accountability, its complexities, its dimensions, its different ‘eyes’, their effects on organizations, and, sometimes, the information needed as evidence to use within the accountability process. There is no generally accepted typology, rather many proposals, using a variety of different criteria. Some are based on the nature of the subject: for what, for instance political, fiscal, or financial. Other typologies are based on the different accountors (to whom, like courts, parliament, or peers), and mechanisms (how, ministerial responsibility, judicial or managerial review). There are many variations in context and perspective, which results in differences in the terms (and definitions) used to explain and describe such manifestations. Even if terms and definitions are uniform, the connotations are not. They do not allow for generalizations of accountability regimes across geographical space and different jurisdictions.

The framework I am presenting here is meant as an overview of (hybrid) manifestations of organizational accountability that are bound to West European societal and political contexts, although they may also be relevant for other spatial and political contexts. The framework helps to identify the dominant manifestations of organizational accountability. It is partly based on the division Ma-shaw made between three (intertwined) domains of organizational accountability: public, market (or business), and social.


I recognize four domains: economic, governing, social networks, and society (dividing Mashaw’s third domain, social, in two separate domains). A short description of these domains:

[1] The economic domain is about the use of financial resources and the deliverance of products or services to customers (business-to-business, business-to-consumer, business-to-government, government-to-citizen);

[2] The governing domain is about the governing and governance of organizations, be they business or government (or in between);

[3] The social networks domain is about the way peers (organizations and employees) and professional associations keep organizations and individual employees accountable for their behaviour; and

[4] the societal domain is about all the (unspecified) calls for (business or government) organizations to account for their behaviour to the general public (‘society at large’) or, at least, to civil interest groups, charities, and associations of clients.

Each of these domains has a distinctive set of goals and values, with different characteristics of authority and legal influence. Authority differs from strong (governing domain), to medium (economic and social network domain), and (relatively) weak (societal domain.) In the governing domain, legal influence is (generally) strong. In the economic and social network domains, law becomes facilitative and leaves freedom of choice. In the societal domain, legal constraints are weak, they facilitate and protect but there are ‘law free’-zones of privacy and association. It is ‘the arena of norms rather than law.’ 275 Legal constraints can become stronger when ‘society’ grows concerned about certain phenomena, and pressures governments into action.

275 Mashaw (2006), 119–120.
Just like Mashaw, I do not include moral and ethical manifestations of organizational accountability in my framework. My reasoning for this is twofold. My first argument is based on Richard Mulgan’s reasoning about the difference between ‘external’ accountability and ‘internal’ (moral) responsibility. Accountability always implies external scrutiny in a relationship between an accountor and an accountee, even if that relationship is informal or the power of the accountor extremely weak. 276 Moral responsibility is ‘internal’ to an individual, is, as it is called sometimes, ‘accountability–to–self.’ 277 In that case, however, there is no external scrutiny and no relationship between accountor and accountee, which means it cannot be a manifestation of organizational accountability. ‘Accountability–to–self’ is in such a context, a contradictio in terminis. An individual may be accountable for ethical behaviour, but not on the level of moral responsibility. Second, ethical accountability is not a separate manifestation but an integral part of all manifestations of organizational accountability. Accountability is, after all, about ‘being accountable’ to an external audience for decisions and behaviour of employees and organizations, not merely in a legal, political, or bureaucratic sense, but also (and maybe essentially) in an ethical sense. Accountability is an assessment of behaviour, an appraisal of compliant behaviour to laws, regulations, rules, norms, standards, and organizational (or professional) codes of ethics. Not only actions, transactions, and decisions are evaluated, but also if their realization is in accordance with the ethical codes prevalent within an

organization, social network, or profession. That is, after all, the
core of ‘being accountable.’  

In addition, I do not classify reputational accountability (often
mentioned) as a manifestation of organizational accountability but
as an integral part of all manifestations. As mentioned before, Busu-
ioc and Lodge argue that reputational concerns are important in all
accountability relationships both for accountors and accountees. Re-
putational perceptions influence accountability processes, but
there does not exist an accountability relationship that is concerned
solely with organizational reputations. Relationships are primarily
concerned with other considerations, like politics, legal procedures,
environmental operations, or finance. Reputation is a secondary
concern in all processes of organizational accountability. Percep-
tions of reputation are important for all organizational (and em-
ployee) ‘presentations’, external or internal. Reputation is most of-
ten managed as a prerequisite for behaviours of employees in all or-

278 M. Dubnick (2003). ‘Accountability and ethics. Reconsidering the re-
6, No. 3, pp. 405–441, especially pp. 405–408. Based on an experience of
more than thirty years as a consultant and external auditor for both (inter-
national) government and business organizations, it is obvious for me that
accountors try to pay attention to the ethics of behaviour. They mostly
concentrate on compliance to laws, regulations, and standards, dependent
as they are on information made accessible by the organization itself.
About integrity and ethical behaviour, accountors generally do not have
much information available because integrity evaluations are often lacking.
It is especially in the social networks and societal domains that the integrity
of organizational behaviour is questioned. When accountors want to have
answers to these public questions about integrity, answers prove to be dif-
ficult. Integrity–based ethics management within organizations appears to
be in its infancy.

ganizational activities. Damaging an organization’s reputation is extremely bad for business. For organizations, thus, reputation is a consideration that is to be carefully managed, but it is not an accountability manifestation itself in which an organization needs to account for their reputational actions.

The framework I am presenting here is based on an extensive analysis of scholarly literature. The resulting ‘puzzle’ of men-

ity mechanisms. Organizations are confronted, more or less, directly or indirectly, with all these manifestations, and with accountors for each of them.

For all formal dimensions of these manifestations, enterprise information management is needed as accountors have a need for ‘evidence.’ For the societal domain, informal by nature, information may be of importance to deny media claims or allegations of interest groups, especially when such claims turn into a legal battle. ‘Integrity’, however, is not something that can be easily derived from such ‘evidence.’ Normally, accountors ask more than ‘evidence’; they want to be assured of the integrity of behaviour. For that reason, codes of ethics are necessary, as well as evidence that employee behaviour is continuously evaluated against it. Rewards and punishments for employees for behaviour according to or against the code of ethics will go a long way to assure accountors of the organizations’ efforts to assure employee integrity.

Organizational accountability: a framework

As mentioned before, I recognize four domains that group eleven manifestations of organizational accountability. These domains are not meant as a typology of accountability regimes belonging to ‘the market’ or ‘the government’ (as Mashaw did) but as areas that influence organizational accountability. All organizations are influenced by accountability manifestations that are economic, governing, social networks, or societal in nature. The manifestations belonging to these domains can be seen as ideal types applicable to all organizations, be they government or business organizations (or in between.) Organizations are, after all, becoming hybrid entities that integrate elements, value systems, and action logics of various sectors of society because they have multiple external relations and
operate in the border area between different worlds (like government and market). 281

In Figure 1, I present an overview of my framework of manifestations of organizational accountability. For each domain, I will introduce and describe the different manifestations, addressing the specific traits and problem areas. For each manifestation several characteristics are mentioned: its direction, source, power, who, to whom, about what, through what procedures, by what standards, which consequences, if enterprise information management is necessary or not, and which type of ethics management is dominant.

Figure 1. Manifestations of organizational accountability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manifestations of organizational accountability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Domain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Financial Resources accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Product–Services accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governing Domain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Administrative accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Fiscal accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Legal accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Managerial accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Board (or Directors) accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Political accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Networks Domain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Peer accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Professional accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Societal Domain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Social and Environmental Accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The economic domain

The economic domain is about the use of financial resources and the deliverance of products and/or services to customers or citizens. It groups two manifestations: [1] financial resources accountability, and [2] product–service accountability.

Figure 2. Financial Resources accountability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Financial Resources accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Direction:** Vertical
- **Source:** Formal
- **Power:** Strong
- **Who:** Organizations, (board of) directors
- **To whom:**
  - **External:** owners, financial institutions, government (institutions), tax authorities.
  - **Internal:** managers and (board of) directors
- **About:** Management of financial resources
- **Procedures:** Formal, defined by laws, regulations, and accounting standards
- **Standards:** Laws, regulations, and accounting standards
- **Consequences:** Penalties, dependent on jurisdiction, loss of trust of financial and fiscal institutions
- **EIM Ethics Management:** Necessary
  - Compliance and integrity

This first manifestation is, according to (for instance) Newell and Bellour, originally concerned only with keeping accurate accounts but is expanding to the management of all financial resources. It refers to the financial transactions and compliance with legal, regulatory, contractual, and procedural requirements for the acquisition and utilization of financial resources in appropriate qual-

---

ity and quantity at the lowest cost. Organizations obtain the funds to finance their investments, capital, and/or activities from financial institutions, capital markets, shareholders, or governments (in the case of government organizations, or as a grant for research and development). Financial integrity is of the utmost importance. Funders want to be sure that organizations manage their finances responsibly. An organization wants its financial image to not only be technically accurate (although that is extremely important) but also that it is handled effectively and efficiently, without unethical behaviour (like fraud). For that reason, financial control systems are quite common in most organizations.

Financial resources accountability encompasses two business processes: for adequate tax compliance (closely related with fiscal accountability), and for tracking and reporting on allocation, disbursement, and utilization of financial resources. For both these business processes the tools of auditing, budgeting, and accounting are used. A focus on (ethical) behaviour of employees and on financial procedure is essential. Financial organizations are accountable for responsible and productive use of money, verification of legality, propriety, and regularity of financial actions and transactions, paying government taxes as is obligated by tax authorities, and for making sure that the use of financial resources achieves value for money. In short, accountors check capital, liquidity, revenues, costs and risks, and the way organizations handle these in daily practice.


Financial reporting summarizes the information upon which decisions are made and indicates whether available resources were obtained and used in accordance with existing regulations, contractual obligations, assigned budgets, and expectations of accountors. Reports provide detailed information about the financial condition of the organization, the yearly changes therein, and the organization’s performance in terms of service costs, efficiency, and accomplishments, constraining individuals from engaging in corruption. They are needed for informing their funders about the financial health of the organization.

An organization’s compliance to financial and fiscal laws, regulations, and norms is a subject of reporting to the ‘public’, and, just like the reports to their funders, these reports are based on financial and fiscal audits. There is scrutiny for financial and tax transparency in society, and organizations want, for their reputations sake, impress the public that they work according to laws and regulations and that there can be no doubt about their financial integrity.²⁸⁵

Integrity is problematic. A report from Cristina Neesham and Mohammad Azim, both from Swinburne University of Technology in Australia, offers a glimpse of the ethical problems accounting professionals face in their accounting control in organizations. Professionals encounter misleading reporting, fraud, tax evasion, lack of transparency in financial decisions, bribery, misuse of funds, and insider trading. External accountants are extremely worried about being pressured into unethical actions by their customers (or, just

as bad, their own board). Besides compliance–based ethics management, integrity–based ethics management is, thus, a necessity.

Figure 3. Product–Services accountability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Product–Services accountability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direction:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To whom:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>About:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedures:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standards:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequences:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EIM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethics Management</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second manifestation of organizational accountability within the economic domain is product and/or services accountability. This manifestation relates, in theory, to the ‘system of supply and demand, in which the free choices of the public are given free reign and considerations of efficiency also play a role.’ In a ‘normal’

---

market, control is based upon the idea that the behaviour of buyers and sellers determines not only price but also an acceptable ratio between quality and price. Economic behaviour is based on competition between different sellers that is controlled by loyalty as a reward for compliant behaviour and exit as punishment for deviant behaviour. That means that in a market the sellers are accountees, accountable to the buyers as accountors. Customers (buyers) are free to buy a product or a service from a seller and can change when product quality or behaviour of the seller are not to his or her liking. Besides the possibility to leave, there are formal possibilities to complain in complaints procedures of the seller and of customer associations. This last one, can be ‘bad’ for the reputation of the seller and, in the end, for the economic standing and profit of that business organization.\(^{288}\)

Although this mechanism of control and accountability is dominant in business-to-consumer, business-to-government, and business-to-business, a fully ‘free’ market does not exist. The market is controlled, be it by strong actors (like insurance companies, for risks, and credit rating agencies, for financial behaviour) or by the government which tries to ‘steer’ market forces. Instead of owning and substantially funding organizations of service delivery (like higher education, healthcare, or waste management), governments can shape markets by purchasing or subsidizing the services they want. This approach allows governments to shape responses to market mechanisms to achieve greater efficiency in the use of public resources.\(^{289}\) Governments create (formalized) ‘quasi-markets’,


\(^{289}\) Burke (2004), p. 17.
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where business principles and contracts are used between business organizations and government organizations (as customers). Governments, however, do not offer freedom of choice to their ‘customers’ (citizens and business organizations), obliging them to accept ‘services’ from the contracted services the government purchased, mostly excluding competing service contractors. The question who is accountable to whom, for what, and how is difficult to answer in such (diagonal) situations. In addition, it is impossible for citizens and business organizations to ‘buy’ government products and services from another government agency than their own (licenses, for instance). Accountability of ‘quasi-markets’ is, thus, not based on market principles.

Another problem arises when products, like algorithms, are intellectual property of business organizations and information about the way a product works in (decision) processes the using organizations.

---


291 W. Funnell (2001). Government by Fiat. Retreat from Responsibility, UNSW Press, Sydney, Chapter 1, pp. 1–25, especially pp. 1–2. Funnell is critical of the results of new public management and neo-liberal ideologies for society at large. According to him, it resulted in the transformation of citizens into clients and customers, into growing inequality and greater privilege for interest groups, and in the alienation of citizens from elected governments. Funnell argues that reduced government presence facilitated government retreat from responsibility. ‘Not only have governments been less willing to accept longstanding obligations for their citizens, they have become even more secretive about that which remains for governments.’
tion is accountable for, is refused. Finding another seller may work but does not solve the problem. Product–services accountability seems straightforward, but it shows accountability problems that are not easily solved. It only works as intended in completely ‘free’ markets, and even there the relationship between business organization and consumer is not as simple as is assumed, largely because of the immense inequality between both parties in the relationship.

The governing domain


*Figure 4. Administrative accountability*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governing Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Administrative accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Direction: | Vertical |
| Source: | Formal |
| Power: | (Mostly) strong |
| Who | Employees (internal), Boards (Directors) (external) |
| To whom: | Internal: managers and (board of) directors |
| | External: supervising and control institutions |
| About: | Following rules, regulations, and procedures for operations |
| Procedures: | Formal, dependent on jurisdiction and organization |
| Standards: | Defined in laws, regulations, standards, and procedures |
| Consequences: | Promotion, gratuities, demotion, dismissal |
| EIM | Necessary |
| Ethics Management | Compliance |
Within the vertical structures of this manifestation organizational actions, transactions, roles, and functions can be examined in detail. Accountability processes start at the top, with the highest official, and take place along the ‘chain of command’. It is the delegation of authority from superior to subordinate and corresponding accountability from subordinate to superior. It is about accountability for the procedures used to reach a decision, a product, or a service, regardless of the result of the procedure. It affects most of the other manifestations of organizational accountability. Managers have the right to request information regarding the operations from lower levels, but not from higher ups. They can directly decide about juniors’ careers, promotion, and conditions of work. 292

Administrative accountability is about the workings of an organizational system as a whole and its compliance to rules and regulations. Donald Kettl stated that administrative accountability is channeled by the rule of law but that in daily practice the workings of the system have been drifting beyond its bounds. As a result, the standards for administrative accountability and its regulations became fuzzier and arbitrary. 293 Kettl distinguishes between three types of administrative accountability with different relationships to the ‘rule of law’ and with different standards for accountability: [1] Direct administrative accountability occurs through authority-driven hierarchical and vertical structures in which law and regulations can be enforced; [2] Mediated administrative accountability occurs through contracts, where there is a substantial body of law that is more difficult to enforce; and [3] Privatized administrative accountability occurs through business organizations providing ser-

---

vices that contain privatized government activities. The administrative accountability types result in a cascade of information asymmetries. Direct administrative accountability is dominated by law, mediated accountability has a clear rule of contract law but also moral hazards that make that law hard to enforce, and privatized accountability has ‘little law’, challenging problems in defining who is accountable, and needs to use norms and standards other than law to regulate accountability processes. The application of norms and standards is voluntary although compliance could become an issue for their customers. Applications and third–party memoranda about compliance could also be used as an assurance in the accountability relationship with administrative accountors.

Enterprise information management is a core functionality for this manifestation, in each of its types. To be accountable, administrative scrutiny of rules and regulation is a necessary ‘evil’ for each of these types. Management of information as evidence of actions and transactions is important in an administrative environment, especially when there is ‘little law.’ In each type, determining who is accountable is difficult, because organizations are complex systems. When there is ‘little’ rule of law, it is even more difficult to determine and regulate an accountability relationship. In each type, organizations try to define in (more or less) detail the tasks, roles, and responsibilities of all participants in a business process. The idea is that blameworthy behaviour might be found out, and precisely defining business processes should avoid that behaviour. This, however, often develops into strict rule structures that lead, as shown before, to the misbehaviour they intend to prevent, to routines

that divert from the established rules, retrospective inscribing, and
practices that are difficult to account for. 297

Although the administrative manifestation is largely internal in
nature, there are many external ‘eyes’, accountors, exercising (finan-
cial, legal, and) administrative scrutiny, like tax offices, banks, ac-
countants, auditors, and (government) inspectors. This oversight is
mostly based on laws, regulations, specific statutes or prescribed or
voluntary norms. Michael Power used the phrase ‘audit explosion’
to characterize a growing number of (quasi–)legal delegators, each
of them exercising external oversight. 298 Most of these audits are
‘voluntary’: compliance to standards and norms is a way to ascertain
organizational leaders that the organization functions according to
(international) standards. However, as said before, in business–to–
business, suppliers and customers expect certifications for specific
standards, which transforms horizontal and ‘voluntary’ accounta-
bility into a more vertical one. According to Power, such audits are
needed because accountability ‘can no longer be sustained by infor-
mal relations of trust alone but must be formalised, made visible and
subject to independent validation.’ 299

Although administrative accountability is very formal, there are
informal dimensions, especially in the relationship between superi-
or and subordinates, but also in the relationships between peers. In
the relational climates of teams, team members hold each other ac-
countable for the overall performance of their team. These informal
dimensions do not change the overall very formal character of ad-
ministrative accountability.

297 See also: R.L. Linn (2003). ‘Accountability. Responsibility and reasona-
Fiscal accountability, strongly related to the financial and administrative manifestations, is seen as ‘one of the main prerequisites for better macro-economic and fiscal stability, better credit ratings and better fiscal discipline (lower public debt and deficits), reduced levels of corruption and a determinant for higher rates of economic growth.’

It is a key element in the management of government finances determining fiscal risks, financial decision-making, and improving fiscal policies. It is being accountable for a balance between spending and revenues (taxes), the reasoning behind decisions, and

---

management of budgets. Government organizations can only exist when attributed a budget to use for operations and service delivery to ‘customers.’ They do have a strong responsibility and accountability for use and management of these budgets, obliging them to report regularly. 301 There are strong supervising mechanisms in place that have influence on financial and administrative procedures. Because budgets are based on taxes, the public at large has an interest in the efficiency and effectiveness of government operations.

For business organizations, fiscal accountability has a marked effect. Governments (and the media, civil society, and the public at large) want assurances that business organizations are contributing to the societies in which they operate. Governments recognise that tax systems could stimulate the competitiveness of their economies and the ability to attract investments. It is not uncommon to reach agreements with business organizations that allow them tax expenditures (exemptions, credits, deductions, preferential rates, and abatements.) 302 These expenditures, although politically a useful fiscal instrument, do have unintended consequences in an economy in which international tax competition and ‘tax–avoidance’ are common. It puts downward pressure on tax revenues. Multinationals shift approximately forty-two per cent of their profits to low-tax countries to avoid taxes. In Ireland, for instance, Apple has paid in

some years a minuscule annual tax rate as low as 0.005 per cent.\textsuperscript{303} Such practices result in severe criticism and led to a proposal for a minimum global tax of fifteen per cent for business organizations. At the same time, these organizations also collect taxes as unpaid tax collectors, value added tax, for instance, and a range of labour taxes. The impact that taxes (and the tax systems used) have on business organizations is important both in terms of direct cost, and of compliance costs. Tax authorities, however, do have strong power to force compliance, and although many business organizations try to limit their taxes to the bare minimum, it is impossible for them to completely escape from paying taxes.

\textit{Figure 6. Legal accountability}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governing Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Legal accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Direction: | Vertical |
| Source: | Formal |
| Power: | Strong |
| Who | Organizations, Board (of directors), employees |
| To whom: | \textit{External:} Courts and tribunals |
| About: | Holding officials/employees/organizations legally responsible |
| Procedures: | Formal |
| Standards: | Laws and regulations |
| Consequences: | Legal sanctions |
| EIM | Necessary |
| Ethics Management | Compliance and integrity |

The legal manifestation of organizational accountability is of increasing organizational importance as a result of [1] an evolving formalization of social relations, more trust in courts, and the prevalence of law, and [2] the problematic adjustment of the existing accountability mechanisms to a complex and fragmented society. Jeff King argues that six essential attributes characterize legal accountability: [1] an individual right of petition; [2] a functionally independent adjudicator; [3] interpretation and application of publicly affirmed legal standards; [4] decisions that are interpretations of applicable standards, are responsive to the principal submissions, and are ordinarily published; [5] a declarative or coercive remedy; which is [6] final (subject to appeal or reversal by due process of law.) Legal accountability needs trusted information as evidence. The degree of control is high and detailed. New doctrines, procedural mechanisms, and forms of relief enable law to take part in the regulation of state and organizational power.

Legal accountability mechanisms do have limitations. Their access is problematic, their scope limited, and they promise more than can be delivered. They, however, enable law to exert control over government and organizational power by providing ‘tin openers’ to

courts for exposing organizations to judicial procedures. It is reactive, based on evidence, and conducted through investigations by external monitoring agencies. Trusted information is important as evidence.

Although legal reviews are ‘supported by the weight of law, and the underlying value is the rule of law’, legal accountability is manifest in arenas far beyond courts of law. This legal manifestation is used to subject organizations to an extensive range of controls, which allow for legal evaluations and sanctions. Legal accountability is the most unambiguous of all manifestations of organizational accountability, as it is based on detailed legal standards, prescribed by civil, penal, or administrative statutes. These standards are to be followed and compliance may be enforced by legal accountors. Governments and business organizations use the courts also when citizens, business organizations, or consumers are suspected of deviant or unlawful behaviour, like fraud.

Multinational organizations wield considerable political influence and possess more economic power than some governments. Many have developed close business and political relationships with those in power. Through privatization and sub-contracting, business organizations exercise functions that once were reserved for

governments. Interest groups have increasingly turned to the courts to constrain power of business organizations. This has led to a search for how national and international law can be used to hold non-government actors accountable when they do harm (in human rights, for instance). \(^{311}\)

\textit{Figure 7. Managerial accountability}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governing Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. Managerial accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Direction: | Vertical |
| Source: | Formal |
| Power: | Strong |
| Who | Managers |
| To whom: | Internal: Senior managers and/or (Board of) Directors |
| About: | Results |
| Procedures: | Formal |
| Standards: | Internal indicators for management roles and performance criteria |
| Consequences: | Internal sanctions and/or gratuities |
| EIM | Recommended |
| Ethics Management | Compliance and integrity |

This manifestation of accountability refers to the answerability of managers for the results of their domain of work to the managers senior to them, or to the (board of) directors. It implies accountability for all aspects of their management level, from planning to reporting and from delegation to control. Managerial accountability

means both conformity to rules and procedures (compliance) and focus on results (performance), all evidence-based, so information management is important.\textsuperscript{312} Evaluation is also about behaviour of managers in reaching those results. It is related with political and board accountability, because without managerial accountability both of those manifestations would be difficult to realize.

Sometimes this manifestation is regarded as identical with the administrative manifestation, because they arise both by virtue of an employee’s position in power structure of an organization.\textsuperscript{313} It is, however, more about the professional behaviour of managers, monitoring inputs and outputs (or outcomes) according to agreed performance criteria. It is about making sure that money has been spent as agreed, processes and courses of action are efficiently carried out, and programmes have achieved their intended results. Managerial accountability is interested in the quality of the product or service, and not in the quality of the procedure, as is the case for administrative accountability.\textsuperscript{314} The focus of managerial accountability is on doing the ‘right’ things efficiently and effectively.

Managers are held accountable for results by assigning them responsibility, authority for decision-making, and the autonomy and resources necessary to achieve these results.\textsuperscript{315} According to Warwick Funnell, flexibility in decision-making, risk-taking, and eval-
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\textsuperscript{315} Klaas, Marcinkowski, and Lazarević (2018), p. 11.
\end{flushleft}
uating performance by measurable results are the primary considerations in managerial accountability. He argues that, overall, accountability is weakened because of the emphasis on performance within its managerial manifestation. Services (and the information about them) are more about technical efficiency and performance than about effective delivery. It means more control by managers rather than greater scrutiny. 316 Jane Broadbent and Richard Laughlin summarize that the managerial manifestation is about how managers operate and control day-to-day operations and how they are accountable for processes, performance, and programmes. 317

This manifestation of organizational accountability is an integrity challenge, too. As research shows, scrutiny for managerial behaviour is needed. Not only has the base rate for managerial incompetence been rated to average above fifty per cent, it is also estimated that the base rate for low integrity managers is in the ten to twenty per cent range. 318 This implies that every organization employs several managers that harm their organization and its employees. Proper oversight, and periodic assessments are needed to prevent these individuals from misbehaviour. 319 Such rates for incompetence and

According to Andrew Keay, this manifestation of accountability concerns constraining organizational executives and boards (ceo’s, board of directors, and/or directors of government organizations) to provide an account and an explanation (to an accountor whose

identity may differ) about the organization, its behaviour, and the decisions made in relation to its operations.[^321] This manifestation concentrates on [1] strategic, rather than detailed control on organizational self-evaluation and reporting, [2] periodic, formal external evaluation, and [3] on a ‘rationalization’ of organizational responsiveness. Strategic control emphasizes setting of objectives to establish overall direction.[^322] This manifestation is closely linked with managerial accountability. What is mentioned there about incompetence and integrity is fully applicable to this manifestation.

Boards (and directors) do have a legal responsibility to provide oversight and be accountable for an organization’s performance. They are responsible for appropriately governing the resources of the organization and following all legal and ethical standards. Their power is delegated to them by shareholders, superior government organizations, or political administrators. Is the power of shareholders to require accountability relatively weak, that of government organizations or political administrators is strong. They can remove directors when not satisfied with the account given, although that is an extreme punishment. That is not equally true for shareholders of a business organization. They are at a disadvantage when compared with the (members of the board of) directors. They lack the information that is available to the directors, which they need to assess organizational performance or to know how well the organization is really doing.[^323] In theory, shareholders can require all information at any moment in time. In practice, it is almost impossible to get the detailed information that is necessary to eliminate this

[^321]: Keay (2015), pp. 57–70.
information asymmetry. Shareholders do have the power to remove a director, but a majority vote need to be obtained. This is difficult, especially in large organizations where small shareholders are disorganized and powerless to impose their will. It is much easier to sell all shares, which demonstrates that the power shareholders wield is rather weak.

Given the globally evolving regulatory frameworks, a strategy focused only on profit, without thinking about social consequences can trigger substantial costs. Larry Ribstein states that the share price penalty may exceed profits gained from ‘doing wrong’. Most shareholders do not want ‘their’ business organizations acting in ways that trigger penalties, liabilities, and future regulation. The risks for not disclosing (regulatory) risks are too high. Directors and managers might engage in nefarious activities for profit, especially if they are sure of not being caught or penalized and might want to hide substantial risks. But this is not because managers are excessively accountable to shareholders. It is because they are ‘not accountable enough’. The Volkswagen diesel emission scandal of 2015 is an example of ‘not accountable enough’. It involved cheating


325 L.E. Ribstein (2005). ‘Accountability and responsibility in corporate governance’, *Notre Dame Law Review*, Vol. 81, No. 4, pp. 1431–1493, pp. 1444–1445. Keay, and Loughrey (2015), pp. 258–259. The power of shareholders differs in various jurisdictions. In the United Kingdom, for instance, the shareholders cannot interfere except in very limited circumstances. In the United States, not even a unanimous vote of shareholders can control the directors, which explains why asking directors to be really accountable will always be problematic. Stating that they are ‘not accountable enough’ is correct and is incentivized by the prevailing jurisdiction.
of consumers, taxpayers, governments, and shareholders and indicates how ineffective the control systems were. It is unlikely that the shareholders of Volkswagen would willingly risk billions of dollars of value, bringing the company to an almost bankruptcy. It is likely that Volkswagen was an example of short-termism, in which managers started cutting corners to meet rising sales targets and expected profitability. The absence of integrity-based accountability systems is clear.\(^{326}\) Board accountability, thus, is, just like other governing manifestations, not as straightforward as it seems, with many bottlenecks and problems to solve.

This manifestation is a very complex one because of it being intertwined with, what is sometimes called, representative of democratic accountability, a vertical accountability relationship between citizens and elected representatives (members of parliament or government officials), which comes into being through democratic elections. That is a relationship in which citizens cede power to politicians who in turn need to explain and justify their actions to their electorate. The citizens have the right to sanction political leaders by voting them in or out of office. Developments within the representative system cross borders with political accountability.

In its ‘pure sense’ this political manifestation is formally only applicable to government organizations, be they national, regional, or local. According to Antonio Bar Cendón, political accountability takes place in a double dimension: vertical and horizontal. In its vertical dimension, political accountability is a relationship that links the government administration with the minister and/or secretary politically responsible for that administration. In its horizontal dimension, it is the relationship between government and parliament. That relationship may also include some of the positions at the top of the administration, depending on the legal and constitutional provisions of a country.

Political accountability allows ministers and secretaries to control the large government administration that implements the general policies that politicians decide upon. These policies, however, are only guidelines for meeting political goals which allow the administration a lot of leeway in a wide range of activities. Ministers and secretaries have various priorities, lack of time, and cognitive constraints. Hence, they can attend to a limited number of deci-

sions, policies, actions, and transactions. It is not uncommon that employees seek to block, divert, and slow-down their political ‘bosses’. Balancing complex rules and procedures and allowing the administration discretion to use their expertise, is difficult. 329 But ministers and secretaries are accountable for the workings of a bureaucracy, even if they have no knowledge of infraction(s). They are dependent on the information handed to them by the administration. If their account is deemed unsatisfactory, it could, ultimately, lead to their resignation. For this political manifestation of accountability to be effective, both a strong administrative manifestation and integrity-based ethics management are necessary.

Parliament is the only accountability institution directly elected by citizens and directly accountable to it through the ballot box. Viewed as an accountor–accountee relationship, in parliamentary democracy citizens delegate their law–making powers to parliamentarians who, in turn, delegate that power to several delegates who form the government in a ‘chain of delegation.’ In return, there is accountability from the government, through parliament, to the citizens — the ultimate accountors. 330 This accountability relationship, however, is not as strong as it seems. It is claimed that the role of parliament in forming governments has damaged its role in holding them to account and to make the government behave. 331

The influence of business organizations on politics muddies the water further, just like that of bureaucrats and interest groups. It is

impossible to hold them formally to account. Citizens are not represented in policy networks in which government administration, experts, interest groups, and ‘big corporations’ participate. These groups, however, do not represent citizens, are not constrained by electoral pledges, and do not have to anticipate electoral sanctions. There are no formal mechanisms to hold them to account.  

Another problem is the temptation of self-interest by politicians that leads them to continuous moving between government and business spheres. These representatives are disguising their interests and are mystifying accountability with the risk of negating its effects.

It is this participation of business organizations in political networks and the combination of government and business spheres that creates troublesome problems for political accountability. Business organizations are only indirectly linked with the political manifestation of organizational accountability, but there are no ‘eyes’ linked to this manifestation for them to account to. There is, however, intense scrutiny of business organizations and their influence on politics by many interest groups that are very diverse in nature. They hold business organizations to account with informal (but potentially strong) social accountability mechanisms.

**The social networks domain**

This domain is about the way peers (organizations and employees) and professional associations keep organizations and individual

---


**Figure 10. Peer accountability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Networks Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9. Peer accountability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direction:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **To whom:** | **External:** peer organizations  
**Internal:** team members, peer groups |
| **About:** | Mutual monitoring of performance and behaviour in peer groups |
| **Procedures:** | Informal, based on informal feedback |
| **Standards:** | Informal agreements between peers; peer norms |
| **Consequences:** | Loss of esteem and reputation |
| **EIM** | Not necessary |
| **Ethics Management** | Integrity |

Scientists have long been interested in the impact of the social, educational, and workplace environment on employee behaviour. There is a growing amount of literature that suggests than the influence peers have on the behaviour of individual employees is very important. \(^3^3^4\) According to Robert Goodin, peer accountability is

---

‘based on mutual monitoring of one another’s performance within a network of groups.’ 335 Peer accountability occurs when employees (or organizations within the same organizational network) are accountable to their peers. Although there is a lot of criticism possible on March and Olsen’s theory of the logic of appropriateness, it may be possible to apply this theory to peer accountability. Under this theory, ‘actors seek to fulfil the obligations encapsulated in a role, an identity, a membership in a political community or group, and the ethos, practices and expectations of its institution. Embedded in a social collective, they do what they see as appropriate for themselves in a specific type of situation.’ 336 It is inherently social and ‘soft’ and relies on the integrity of colleagues, be they organizations or individuals. Networks of organizations and/or individuals do control its members by ‘mutual monitoring among a band of well-intentioned coequals.’ 337

Peer accountability is inherently informal; it lacks formal sanctions. Standard setting, feedback, and appropriate behaviour are rooted in the capacities of networks to develop social norms of engagement, and to control these through non-coercive means like approval and disapproval. It could backfire, however, when social pressure is strong. Individuals may refuse to submit to pressures. 338

338 Z. Terechshenko, C. Crabtree, K. Eck and C.J. Fariss (2019). ‘Evaluating the influence of international norms and shaming on state respect for
Peer accountability is about esteem, and reputation, the intangible hand, as argued by Geoffrey Brennan and Philip Pettit. 339 Colin Scott argues in the same vein that the fear of losing one’s reputation drives the effects of peer accountability. 340 It does not matter if peers are organizations in a political or business network or employees in a team or work group. Organizations that lose esteem or reputation may find it more difficult to collaborate, share resources, or find partners. The commitment to respect peers (employees as well as organizations) and to behave appropriately, the unwillingness to let peers down, and the fear to lose a reputation, is very effective, although extremely difficult to control. Peers will conform to the expectations of the relational climates they are part of. Social approval is more important than the potential effectiveness or outcomes of a decision. This could mean a risk for accountability: if unethical and non-compliance behaviour is deemed necessary for the ‘good’ of the group of peers it might be perceived as acceptable. Expectations in relational climates do not always conform with organizational expectations and ‘mores’. 341

Developing strong social relationships within organizations and increasing team understanding of what behaviour is expected in the organization should lead to compliance or conformity to expectations, especially when organizational leaders continuously emphasize the expected ethical behaviour, and integrity-based ethics management is prevalent within the organization.

Professionals lay claim to expert knowledge beyond the understanding of non–professionals, implicating that actions can be fully assessed only by fellow–professionals. Barbara Romzek and Melvin Dubnick characterized professional accountability as ‘deference to expertise’, where organizations rely on an experts’ technical knowledge and where external scrutiny is inappropriate. 342 This last statement is questionable. Professional accountability takes place in the world of professions, outside an organizations’ walls but also within its accountability framework. Professional are accountable to their organizations for their decisions. But they are not sanctioned for results (patients dying, or lawyers losing), but for ‘malpractice’ in their processes, using improper means to achieve results. 343 Professionals are governed by a set of technical and/or professional norms

---

and practices to define behaviour and performance. They are subject to these norms but are autonomous in their work and act according to their own criteria and knowledge. These professional rules and principles have both a technical and an ethical dimension. It is common for professions to have their own codes of behaviour and/or ethics. Professional organizations establish mechanisms for their application and control. These controls, where they exist, tend to focus on compliance with these professional rules and principles. Effective and reliable scrutiny requires review boards or disciplinary committees containing expert members of the same profession. Professional bodies implement codes with (binding) standards for acceptable behaviour.

In the last decades the reputations and performance of experts are being questioned and diminished trust in professionals seems to be the result. The evidence, however, that professionals or professional institutions are less trustworthy is elusive. What there is, is evidence that ‘we say we trust less’ in polls and talk shows. Repeated messages do not make it true. But that there is a ‘culture of suspicion’ is without doubt and this culture, extensively nurtured by social media, should stimulate external, formal professional review bodies to pull the reigns and force their professionals to comply to the defined ethical and behavioural standards that they have accepted but often only lukewarmly implemented in practice.

The societal domain

This domain groups one manifestation of accountability: [11] social and environmental accountability. This manifestation is about

all the (unspecified) calls for (government of business) organizations to account for their behaviour to the general public (‘society at large’) or, at least, to civil interest groups, charities, and associations of clients. Within this domain, many questions arise about the way organizations manage the environment, human rights, labour circumstances, perceived influence on politics, and so on.

Figure 12. Social and Environmental accountability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Societal Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. Social and Environmental accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Direction: | Horizontal |
| Source: | Informal |
| Power: | Weak and strong |
| Who: | Organizations, (boards of) Directors |
| To whom: | External: ‘Society at large’, interest groups, social networks, and the media |
| About: | Social and environmental behaviour |
| Procedures: | No procedures, but societal protest and upheaval, and often legal procedures |
| Standards: | No standards, but opinions |
| Consequences: | Reputational damage, legal procedures |
| EIM Ethics Management: | Recommended (where possible) |
| | Integrity and compliance |

This manifestation involves answering concerns of unspecified citizens, customers, and/or interest groups through various audiences (as social media, newspapers, and other media) about activities of government or business organizations. Those concerns can be very diverse: labour situations, the political interference of business organizations, corruption, human rights, health care, tax evasion, providing of services by government organizations, behaviour of public officials, and, recently, the environmental behaviour of or-
ganizations. It is a horizontal, largely informal mechanism of control of organizations that rests on the actions of temporarily groups of citizens, an array of citizen’s associations and (social) media. These actions try to monitor and expose both government and business organizations for perceived or real wrongdoing. They will involve oversight agencies, activate legal action, mobilize social media and media organizations, and put pressure on political parties and members of parliament.

Social and environmental accountability relies on civil society to exert influence on organizations. Its mechanisms contribute to the enforcement of the rule of law, but also try to use reputational concerns of organizations and employees. They are not blunt instruments used to evaluate all the actions and actors within government and business organizations, but allow for selective control, signalling, and sanctioning of specific actors or behaviours. Although they can be very strong instruments, they are extremely demanding in terms of participatory efforts. If participation is lacking, this manifestation’s actions are only very weak controls on organizational behaviour. The mechanisms used are ‘demand-driven and operate bottom-up’, like demonstrations, protests, and investigative journalism. In recent years, the use of participatory data collection and analysis tools have led to more intense accountability practices. These include, for example, expenditure tracking and citizen and customer monitoring. Mechanisms of social and environmental ac-

countability are intended both to complement and enhance conventional mechanisms of accountability.

Most of these informal actions and mechanisms rely upon public pressure, because the possibilities of judgement and sanctioning are lacking. 349 These very public actions, however, can result in public relation disasters for the ‘victims’ of this manifestation of organizational accountability. 350 Government as well as business organizations try to contain the effects of social accountability by adhering to corporate social responsibility (CSR), that encompasses issues revolving around the interaction with society. It covers issues like ethics, philanthropy, and community involvement, product safety, human rights, equal (labour) opportunities, and environmental activities. CSR is linked with social reporting, the communication of social effects of the (economic) actions of organizations to particular interest groups within society and to society at large. It stresses the need for socially relevant organizational behaviour. 351

CSR deals especially with social obligations imposed on organizations by international law principles, making CSR itself controlled by the legal manifestation of organizational accountability. Most organizations try to comply to minimum standards for social obligations using their reputation to impress that they are a solution for regulation and societal problems. Although that is popular view within government circles, business as well as government organizations are, paradoxically, also considered by the general public as

causing and permitting environmental disasters, financial and fiscal scandals, social ills, and corruption. 352

It is an important reason why CSR–policies and expressed pro-social behaviour of many organizations are not believed and trusted by the public at large. 353 It is understandable: it is a largely unregulated and unchecked domain unless or until a failure is disclosed. ‘Compliance’ often devolves into a creative blending of risk and reputation management when organizational leadership does not enforce integrity–based ethics management. 354 Which was what happened in the financial crisis of 2008: many financial institutions had CSR–policies in place when they fell victim of their myopia. 355

Environmental aspects within CSR, especially, are treated very critically by many interest groups and large segments of the general public. Accountability for environmental activities is part of social accountability because there are, many environmental laws notwithstanding, not (yet) common accountability structures of ac-


countors and accountees in place. Organizational leaders face growing public demand to reduce the pollutants their organizations produce and to increase their environmentally responsible activities. It is becoming a very important dimension and subset of CSR. Damage done to the environment resulted in the attention of investors and the general public in environmental responsibility. Environmental challenges are complex and diverse in nature. Climate change, acidification of the oceans, declining biodiversity, and ozone depletion in the stratosphere illustrate the environmental problems of modern civilization. Business organizations are central to this process as they are the engines of the global economy, continuously driven by the impossible objective of infinite growth. The resulting environmental damage has led to social criticism, political mobilization, and government regulations. As was correctly asserted by Roger Burritt and Stephen Welch, accountability for environmental activities ‘cannot function without information being provided to stakeholders about actual and potential environmental performance’. Alon Lischinsky and Annika Sjölander affirm that or-


ganizations must do business within the expectations and norms of society, that this demands public scrutiny of environmental performance and the disclosure of information about that performance.

At the same time, many organizations, be they governmental or business, try to manipulate the outcomes of public debates about environmental issues. They have advanced strategies in place to provide information about their environmental performance. In their annual reports financial disclosures complement with sections concerning social and environmental metrics. The public tends to regard these metrics as biased and as a consequence, organizations try to enhance the credibility of their environmental activities by circulating metrics through ‘independent’ sources. There is a risk that news media are becoming dependent on the public relations activities of private interests and that environmental news, especially, is manipulated to boost the financial and reputational interests of business organizations. Poor environmental performance, after all, impacts share prices, brings unwanted publicity and, possible, government interference. So, why not using a public relations budget to manipulate communication about environmental activities and mixing public relations with propaganda? It happens. Public

---


relations are, after all, many times used to ‘clean the organizational image’, even using manipulation of the public.  

As long as organizations do not have to grant public access to independently verified information that validates their metrics, this dimension of CSR is difficult to evaluate. But reputations are valuable, and just for that reason social and environmental accountability could make organizations more accountable. If the effects of public disapproval impact the reputational capital of an organization (and its shareholder value), it represents a sanction that strongly influences the possibility of success in the market.

**A framework: some conclusions**

The framework of accountability manifestations can assist organizational leaders in aligning their governing structures with the

---

363 I.K. Idris (2019). ‘Propaganda in contemporary public relations’, *Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Anti-Corruption and Integrity (ICOACI), September 3, 2019*, Research Synergy Foundation, Jakarta, pp. 82–89. Public relations want ‘to mould public opinion and behaviours by manipulating a human’s basic motives and desires.’ (p. 89). According to Idris, in dominant public relations research public relations have been conceptualized into two–way mutual dialogic communication, as is reflected in the many definitions of what public relations are. See for instance: S. Roberts–Bowman (2020). ‘What is Public Relations?, A. Theaker (ed.), *The Public Relations Handbook*, Routledge, Abingdon–New York (sixth edition), chapter 1, pp. 3–24. Idris emphasizes that recent research shows a lack of two–way dialogic communication, specifically on the website and social media platforms. The conclusion of Idris is that the three fundamental elements of propaganda (manipulation, well–planned intention, and one–way communication flow) are still commonly practiced in public relations. My conclusion that public relations are often used to ‘clean the organizational image’ is not as farfetched as may initially be thought.
(external) expectations of accountability. The complex systems organizations turn out to be are dynamic networks of multi-actor and multi-directional interactions, functioning in hostile and dynamic environments, with erratic strategic decisions made by organizational leaders. In such systems, it is never clear who is, in the end, responsible and accountable for a decision, an action, a transaction, or a policy. There are ‘many hands’ that participate in the making, implementation, and processing of such decisions, actions, transactions, and policies. It is clear that in such organizations, information is core to everything organizations do, and that it should be meticulously governed and managed. The overall assumption in management literature that information is managed appropriately is, however, incorrect. In addition, in such complex environments the assumptions in accountability literature about rational decision-making and linear cause-effect relationships, are not viable. Collective views of accountability do make a lot of sense in such organizations and are, possibly, the only solution to hold complex organizations to account.

Where does this leave the framework of manifestations of organizational accountability defined above?

First, the manifestations of organizational accountability in the framework cannot be ranked in order of importance. All of them may have serious organizational consequences. It is a subjective consideration of organizational leaders how those manifestations should be prioritized, and in which order. In daily practice, most attention seems to be paid to formal manifestations with ‘strong’ power, although those do not need to be the ones with the most severe consequences. Organizational leaders can use the framework to decide in which order these manifestations are prioritized, based on an analysis of the (un-)acceptability of consequences.
Second, although all manifestations in the framework are about ‘being accountable’, and they are presented as (as I have stated before) eleven ideal types in which a linear cause–effect relationship seems clear, *in reality ideal types do not exist.* As Tom Campbell already determined in 1981, ideal types are selective oversimplifications to understand the nature of the subject of simplification. In ideal types, relations of linear cause and effect are *assumed.* However, assumptions may not be true.  

In complex organizations linear causes and effects often are extremely difficult to detect. It is, many times, hardly possible to pinpoint the direct cause(s) of an effect (if it is even possible to pinpoint a specific effect itself!), the complex and varying models of causation notwithstanding.  

Organizational leaders may use the framework to analyse the existing possibilities within its governance structure to identify cause–effect relationships, and the responsible and accountable individuals, or, when not possible, accept the fact that the organization (or maybe better: its (board of) directors and other senior managers) will be accountable as a collective.

Third, although it is difficult to rank them, there is *one manifestation that influence success or failure of all other manifestations: peer accountability,* based on the relational climates in which employees work, function, and socialize. This informal manifestation of organizational accountability is about how employees in the relational climates or organizations are socialized, how they are stimulated to behave, how that behaviour is monitored by the behavioural standards of the team, group, or place of work, and how group monitoring and social control pressure employees to be accountable to their

---


peers about their behaviour. When these behavioural standards do not conform with the required organizational standards for the other manifestations of accountability, there are compliance risks. Organizational leaders need to ensure that managers of teams, groups, or places of work align organizational expectations and requirements for behaviour with the expectations and requirements adhered in the teams, groups, and places of work they manage. Of all the manifestations of organizational accountability, this manifestation needs to be addressed continuously.

Fourth, although defined as manifestations of accountability, it is good to remember that they are, at the same time, manifestations of performance. This seems to be contradictory, but it is not in reality. Accountability and performance both are objectives of organizational governance and need to be balanced to be effective. If one of them is dominant, it will have negative effects on the other objective. Extremely performance-driven organizations will have problems with the accountability objective, just like extremely accountability-driven organizations will have problems with performance. Accountability and performance are two sides of the same coin. When one side of the coin is a manifestation of organizational accountability, the other side of the coin is a manifestation of organizational performance. 366 The manifestations of organizational ac-

countability do have matching manifestations of organizational performance. Just like any other manifestation, product–services accountability, for instance, will be matched by a manifestation of product–services performance. Organizational leaders can use the framework to analyse the performance manifestations matching the accountability ones, decide on the performance and accountability criteria needed to realize a balance, and implement these in governance structures like rules and routines.

Fifth, the framework denotes the ethics management approaches needed for all manifestations. Both compliance–based and integrity–based ethics management are necessary to meet external expectations of accountability. Nine manifestations require integrity–based ethics management. It can no longer be maintained that only compliance–based ethics management is necessary. Organizational leaders will need to also implement integrity–based ethics management in their organizations. That is not a choice, it is a necessity! Only implementing compliance–based ethics is insufficient to be really accountable in complex organizations. It may result in symbolic and repetitive accountability relationships that develop into yearly rituals that do not cover anything that is part of really ‘being accountable.’

Added to this, for the only manifestation that influences success or failure of all other manifestations of accountability, peer accountability, integrity–based ethics is the only possibility. It is an informal accountability manifestation that is ignored by compliance mecha-

---

nisms. Stimulating behaviour to conform to expectations of integrity and continuously evaluating this behaviour in the context of their relational climates and the organizational ethical code may be the only possibility organizational leaders have to address peer behaviour.

Sixth, all manifestations of accountability need information, and, with one exception, information management. Governance is, as I mentioned before, about information, as are its two objectives. Without information both performance and accountability cannot be properly managed. The manifestations are guidelines for enterprise information management that indicate which information is crucial for the organization to allow for performance and accountability. Organizational leaders should consider information to be a business asset governed and managed just as all other crucial business assets. Their information governance should be focused on the information within all interactions in business processes. They cannot ignore information any longer. Not managing information in complex organizations is a recipe for (reputational) disaster.

Seventh, and last, the eleven manifestations of organizational accountability are about external expectations about how organizations should be accountable for the ways they affect their environment. It is society asserting itself on organizations. Society will always have an effect on organizations but in a complex world those expectations of accountability are evolving. My last manifestation, social and environmental accountability is a receptacle of many informal issues that may evolve into separate formal accountability manifestations when laws and regulations ask organizations to ‘be accountable.’ Eleven manifestation may become twelve or thirteen manifestations in five years. It is a representation of extremely complex and fluid expectations that ‘society’ expects organizations to satisfy. Organizational leaders need to satisfy the expectations of their stake-
and shareholders to realize performance but also the fluid expectations of society–at-large in ‘being accountable.’ They have to balance their organizational governance in such a way that the annual performance and accountability metrics are up to expectations. Organizational governance is a balancing act between its both objectives. The only way to even come close to such a balance is to mix the rationalities for integrity and compliance into the behavioural norms and standards expected of all employees and to continuously monitor and evaluate this behaviour against those norms and standards. What is needed is a strategic approach to both accountability and behaviour within organizational governance.
6

A STRATEGIC APPROACH

*
Organizations are, just like their environments, constantly in flux. They are open systems that seem stable but are continuously adapting to changing environments. They can be characterized as a multiplex, comprised of many domains, many players, and a complex overlay of interactions and relationships combining them. 368 Organizational leaders are increasingly challenged in coping with uncertainty and unpredictability. They are challenged by external expectations to ‘be accountable’ but also to ‘be performance oriented.’ They need governance that finds a balance between those two objectives but in organizations as a multiplex in flux that is not an easy endeavour.

This complexity has led organizational leaders to a governance strategy to not only use information technology for realizing performance (for which it is exceptionally well equipped) but also for realizing accountability, trying to translate post factum evaluations into pre factum definitions of rules and procedures to ensure compliance. 369 This ICT governance strategy may work but most often results in inflexible and static systems. Employees experience these systems as increasingly contradictory with their routines, leading to unpredictable (mostly (pro–social) deviant) behaviour (as retrospective inscribing), harming accountability and performance. This strategy is based on the assumption that information technology systems of high–quality capture information of high–quality. That assumption proved, in the end, to be wrong. 370 As I emphasized before: organizations do not necessarily need information systems, but they do need relevant information of good quality. Information governance is, thus, a ‘must.’ It is the ‘operating system’ for infor-

mation management (including rules, decision-making rights, security and risk parameters), and realizes the governing of interactions that define the coordination and control environment for the valuation, creation, collection, analysis, distribution, storage, retention, disposal, preservation, and use of information. Organizational leaders need such an ‘operating system’ as part of organizational governance to reach both of the organization’s objectives, without severely damaging (one of) them.

Information governance is the part of organizational governance that directly influences the operational tools, mechanisms, and behaviours that concern information and information management. Enterprise information management ‘takes care’ of all information in the organization and follows the direction of information governance to assist both objectives of organizational governance: performance and accountability. Its effectivity has been negatively influenced by the neglect of organizational leaders, the deviant information behaviour of employees (as a result of neglect), and the lack of a theoretical foundation.  

For reaching the objectives of performance and accountability, enterprise information management is (at least) in need of a theoretical foundation that is attuned to the workings of an organization, the processing and archiving of ‘trusted’ information, and the recognition that ‘trusted’ information is necessary for both performance and for compliance and accountability processes. I developed the framework of the ‘Archive-as-Is’ for such a necessity. The framework can be used by organizational and information governance to define the coordination and control environment for the information value chain and to create an eval-

---

uation environment for ethical behaviour. Especially this last one is a crucial component: as has been shown before, behaviour of managers and other employees needs to be addressed when balancing both objectives of organizational governance.

Organizational and information governance need a strategic approach to handle the manifestations of accountability (and performance!) that have been described before. A strategic approach is also needed because some manifestations have accountors that try to change the phases of temporality that are part of an accountability relationship: [1] assessing of information, [2] discussion, questioning, and answering, and [3] the definition of consequences, punishments and/or rewards. Some of these accountors abuse their power to offer an organization only the possibility to submit a report and face consequences.\(^\text{372}\) This may be called accountability but seems to be more about control than about accountability. It cannot always be avoided but an organization’s governance structure should be prepared for such occasions.

As Raphael Zumofen observed, in accountability research the accountee has always been the centre of interest.\(^\text{373}\) That is not incorrect, because an accountee has to ‘be accountable.’ Accountees perceive such a view as incorrect. From their point of view, the expectations and (potential) demands of the accountor are the centre of interest. An accountee (in this case: an organization) has to provide a response, either reactive or proactive, to every (potential) demand from an accountor, for every accountability manifestation it is confronted with. From an organization’s point of view, the response to the expectations and demands of an accountor is maybe the most important part of the accountability relationship. Expec-

\(^{372}\) Following Zumofen (2015), pp. 6–8.

tations and demands are based on [1] explicit (or *de jure*) standards, codified in law, regulations, or contractual obligations, and [2] implicit (or *de facto*) standards, general notions of acceptable action and behaviour as defined by societal values, beliefs, and assumptions. Handling accountability for those expectations and demands contains at least two dimensions: [1] performance standards, explicit or implicit, generated by the organizational environment, embedded in and directed by organizational (and information) governance; and [2] a response, reactive or proactive, from the organization on the expected performance standards for the manifestation of organizational accountability it has to account for, including discussions about how the organization perceives itself to ‘be accountable’, how it perceives itself to be compliant to the required standards, and the evidence it presents to demonstrate this compliance.

Such a response is part of a strategic approach to accountability in which the organization itself tries to proactively engage with and plan for external expectations and demands within its organizational governance structure. This book emphasized that integrity–based ethics management and (organizational) behaviour are important for realizing the objectives of organizational governance. It is impossible to realize a strategic approach to accountability without defining a strategic approach to ethical behaviour.

My strategic approach to accountability is based on the research of Kevin Kearns and Raphael Zumofen but is much more detailed. The approaches of Kearns and Zumofen concentrate solely on accountability and ignore behaviour. My approach consists of three components: [1] a strategic approach to *ethical behaviour* as it is (1)

---


crucial for accountability as well as performance, (2) essential to peer accountability, the only manifestation of organizational accountability that influences success or failure of all other manifestations, that is completely informal, and based on peer evaluation of ethics and behaviour, and (3) neglected by organizational leaders although there are measurements that point out that ethical behaviour of managers and employees is creating (financial) problems; [2] a strategic approach to accountability, positioning accountability as an objective that has to be carefully planned and prioritized; and [3] external checks on the internal procedures of both approaches as an extra assurance for outside accountors that the organization is doing everything it can to ‘be accountable’ on strategic, tactical, and operational organizational levels. The separate steps in these three components will be introduced individually in order to obtain a practical guideline that could be used in each and every organization to realize a high-level strategic approach in organizational governance for ethical behaviour and accountability.

First, the strategic approach to ethical behaviour is divided in ten separate steps. Its objective is stimulating and evaluating behaviour that is in accordance with organizational values, a code of expected behaviour, and guidelines for integrity and compliance. These ten steps are presented in Figure 13.

**Figure 13. Strategic approach to ethical behaviour**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identification or organizational values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining what the organization is about, which values it adheres to (like: honesty, fairness, integrity, trustworthiness, respect) and which values it wants to present to its environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identification of the ethical implications of organizational values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determining the ethical consequences of those values, especially for the behaviour of employees</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Identification of the expected ethical behaviour</strong></td>
<td>Determining the expected ethical behaviour for employees in different business processes, (management) roles, and activities, based on the ethical implications of organizational values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Definition of a code of expected ethical behaviour</strong></td>
<td>Capturing the specifics of expected ethical behaviour in a code as a requirement for employee behaviour, defining acceptance boundaries for (pro-social and/or deviant) behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Definition of guidelines for integrity and compliance</strong></td>
<td>Capturing guidelines for integrity and compliance, based on the code of expected ethical behaviour, defining boundaries for (pro-social and/or deviant) behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Communication of the code (4) and guidelines (5)</strong></td>
<td>Communication of the code of expected ethical behaviour and the guidelines for integrity and compliance to all managers and employees, using formal and informal communication channels. All managers need to align behaviour in teams or work groups with the code and guidelines and communicate and discuss this with their team or work group members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Training of employees according to code (4) and guidelines (5)</strong></td>
<td>Training of all managers and employees in the application of the code of expected ethical behaviour and the guidelines for integrity and compliance in behaviour. This training will be part of socialization processes in the organization. All managers and employees need to participate periodically in training, based on teams or peer groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Training of assessors in assessing the code (4) and guidelines (5) in managers and other employee assessments</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Training assessors in evaluating the code of expected ethical behaviour and the guidelines for integrity and compliance in all employee assessments, especially in the evaluation mechanisms used, in the recognition of deviant behaviour, and in the possibilities for formal and informal punishments and rewards in accordance with code and guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. Periodical evaluation of the behaviour of managers and other employees for compliance to the code (4) and guidelines (5), including punishments or rewards.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating the behaviour of both managers and employees against the code of expected ethical behaviour and the guidelines for integrity and compliance, and capturing evaluations in assessment reports.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9. Evaluation of the outcomes: analysis of the results of the assessments and definition of the learnings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating assessment outcomes and definition of learnings (and improvements).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. Application of the learnings in the approach to ethical behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application and implementation improvements into the approach.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, a strategic approach to *accountability* is divided in twelve separate steps. Its objective is defining responses to accountors and preparing to be accountable for all manifestations of organizational accountability. These twelve steps are presented in Figure 14.

*Figure 14. Strategic approach to accountability*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Identification of the manifestations of organizational accountability, including their source, power, and spatial direction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Determining accountability manifestations that influence the organization and their source, power, and spatial direction, to gain an overview of existing and potential accountability relationships to allow for prioritization of manifestations and responses

### 2. Prioritization of manifestations or organizational accountability

Determining the relative importance of the separate manifestations for the organization to define urgency and to plan accountability activities accordingly

### 3. Identification of the ethics management needed

Determining the ethics management (compliance, integrity, or both) needed for each separate manifestation

### 4. Identification of the accountors

Determining all accountors that the organization has or will have to deal with in order to be able to respond to all demands, potential demands, or obligations

### 5. Identification of the expectations and demands of identified accountors

Determining the various expectations and demands of the different accountors, based on type (known or anticipated) and degree of obligation (*de jure or de facto*)

### 6. Classification of accountors and expectations and demands

Classifying accountors according to their demands to gather some accountors under the same category of demands, to potentially spare resources when responding to them, and to identify similar information needed

### 7. Evaluation of the accountability environment

Evaluating [1] potential changes in the used legal or regulatory standards, [2] potential changes in the informal or implicit standards, [3] the opinion leaders defining these standards, [4] the tactics or strategies available to help ensure the organization’s accountability, and [5] the experiences of comparable organizations, to select the right tools to define an adequate strategic response
8. Implementing internal accountability structures based on Steps 1 to 7

Implementing the internal accountability structures that allow for documenting policies, decisions, products, actions and transactions, based on the prioritization of accountability manifestations and identification of needed ethics management. Internal accountability relationships need to be defined and an internal auditing structure has to be implemented. This internal auditing structure need to emphasize evidence, as this can be used in response presentations.

9. Selection of response presentation

Determining and selecting the evidence the organization will need in order to fulfil the requirements of each category of accountors.

10. Definition of the response

Determining to be reactive or proactive, or formal or informal, determined by the perception how to present and convey the organizations’ message.

11. Evaluation of the outcomes: analysis of the results of the accountor assessments and definition of the learnings

Evaluating accountor assessment outcomes and definition of learnings (and improvements).

12. Application of the learnings in the approach to accountability

Application and implementation improvements into the approach.

Third, *external audits on the internal procedures of both approaches* as an extra assurance for outside accountors that the organization is doing everything it can to ‘be accountable’ on strategic, tactical, and operational organizational levels. This phase consists of four steps. These steps are presented in Figure 15.
A strategic approach to accountability is not new. An approach that combines accountability, behavioural assessments, and external audits on the internal approaches most certainly is. An approach like that is needed in the multiplex an organization is nowadays. Even with such an approach, the complexity of the environment and the quickly changing parameters do not guarantee success. That is the reason a learning cycle has been integrated into the approach.
Implementing learnings and continuous improvements allow for quick adaptation to new circumstances which fully fits the trend of strategic flexibility. Enterprise information management helps in taking care of organizational information, directed by that part of organizational governance that concerns information.

Organizational governance, my strategic approaches to behaviour and accountability, and the theoretical foundation of enterprise information management in my framework of the ‘Archive-as-Is’ prepare organizations to ‘be accountable’ by tackling that problem on different levels: behaviour, accountability responses, and information (management). Together, they create a complex model, which is difficult to realize but will have positive results when used.

Two remarks to end this book.

Issues of accountability emerge largely from employee uncertainty, influenced by an unstable organization that is continuously in flux, and susceptible to changes in its environment. Strategic flexibility and responsiveness are traits that organizations should develop, together with flexible control based on employee integrity. Accountability favours the organization that is ‘aware, prepared, responsive, and open — and most firms are entrenched, hopeful, reactive, and defensive.’ Organizational leadership should direct organizational governance in ‘opening up’ their organizations and continuously implement their organizational values in employee behaviour.

Organizational strategy needs to be viewed more as a function of the organization than as an artificial construct that has effect on it. Traditionally, strategy formulation and implementation are

---

speculatively directed with one–, three–, and/or five–year scales. Strategy should be viewed as a continuous phenomenon, ‘part of a symbiotic, self–organizing system that involves constant interplay with the decisions taken by and the ongoing operation’ of the organization. 378 Just like operational flexibility, strategic flexibility is essential for creating an organizational governance where accountability can quickly be brought to the attention of organizational leaders to flexibly adapt organizational strategies for behaviour and accountability and to respond to them. The described strategic approach above will be adapted many times. The necessity for a flexible strategy for accountability, however, will be just as urgent now as it will be in the future.
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